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Senators: Tax proposal will return
By Johl'! Walblay
StBffWriter

In the last week of the
General Assembly's session,
which emls Friday , Illin~1S
legislators are holding their
brl'ath on what w:.u come in
place of House Speaker
Michael Madigan's defeated
income tax plan.
The Democntic-backed
increase was def~ted }<~riday
in the Senate by a Zl-2:" Vvte.
Thirty votes were needed for
passage.
Two senators from the
Southern Illinois area belkve
the income tax increase

proposal will return this week.
"I don't think we'll go home
some typo: of income
tax increase," Sen. Ralph
Dunn, R-Du Quoin, said
Monday.
Dunn said ht' th;nks the
income tax issue will remain
up in the air until near t be
cl<:1Se of the legislative session_
"I suspect pretty well until
t!:te end of the week, probably
Friday." Dunn said.
Sen.
Jim
Rea,
DChristopher, also spet:ulated
thf.t some type of alternate
pI' Jp"Sal will return for a vote.
Hp. said it has been indicated to

withou~

the Republican conference
committee, at whose hands a
new proposa~ may come, that
:.t has beeR left to them to introduce an alternative.
"It's bef>n Nlid, 'OK, here it
is, see if yoe can come up with
something Oetter,' " Rea said..
However, Rea was skeptical
as to whether the expt:Cted
Republican-supported proposal would get the support it
would need for passage. He
compal'<'tI what may be
propolSed by the Re.,ublican
committee to a past income
tax proposal by Gov. James R.
Thompson.

"We saw what happened
with Gov. Thompson's
proposal, where there wer~ oix
or seven taxes together (tAl one
proposal)," Rea said.. "It went
right :town the tubes.
"My guess is some type of
proposal will come up, but
whether it will pass, I don't
know."
Dunn said. tbenew proposal
could com~ from either the
conference committee or that
Madigan's defeated proposal
could be brought up again in a
motion to reconsider.
During Friday's vote on the
Madigan plan, Dunn was

Gq5p;nts
needed

considered to be the swing vote
in favor of the Democrr.tic
proposal, much to the
displeasure of his Republican
constituents.
"I was sorry it didn't get 30
votes the other day," Dunn
said. "I had my finger on the
button waiting to see if they
(Democrats) got 29 votes."
. ,"I said I'd put the 30th on if
__ ..ey got 29 votes," Dunn said
"They didn't, so I figured,
'Why vote?'" Dunn voted

absent

"I toltt my leaders I was
going to do that, though they
weren't too happy about it."

Program
renewal
not likely

at drive
By M1cici Delha'Jte McGowan

By Usa Miller

3:"ffWrit<;lr

Staff Writer

The Red CrO!'s wil! be
holding a blood (rive at the
Student Center this week witt.
a goal of receiving at !cast 685
pints of blood.

Since the Senate rejected the
Madigan-Rock income tax
proposal, Illinois higher
education may have seen the
last of the Merit Recognition
Scholarship.
According to Larry E.
Matejika, executive director of the Illinois State Scholarship
Commission, some money
from the Madigan-Rock tax
proposal would have gone to
revtve the Merit Recognition
Schoiarship.
The scholarsbip provided
$500 to students who graduate
in the top 10 percent of their
high school class and then go
on to attend an Illinois
university.
The Merit Recognition
Scholarship program was
underfunded by 50 percent
during the 1988 fIScal year,
Robert Clement, ISSC
director, said. During FY '89,
the scholarship was not
distributed because of lack of
funding.
"It was the hope of the !SSe
that the Madigan-Rock tax
proposal wouJei provide the
funding to restore the
program," Matejika said.
Nearly 125 students at the
University received the Merit
Recognition Scholarship when
it was last given to the
University in 1988, Susan
Nahhlik,. coordinator of
private scholarships, said..
In addition to the possible
demise of the Merit

The upcoming 4th of Jul.,'
will cr~ te the need (or a let of
blood, Vivia.n Uge.nt, SuuI.llc:!'R

lllinois blood drive coordinator
said.
.. People are going La be
.... oing out, driving further, and
there will be more accldents
than 'lsual, " U gent said.
The blood drive will start
tGnigi't from 6 to 9 p.m. at the
Church of Latter DhY Saints,
on Old Highway 13 toward
Murphysboro. On Wednesday
and Thursday, the blood drive
will De from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30
5-.Ie DRIVE, Page 6

Scott and Donna Hanson, Janesville, Wis.;
Joel Freeman, Beliot, WIs.; and RIch MeIster,
Rockford; rate cars on a scaJe of 0 to 10 as

they cruise by at the StrP'3t MachIne Nationals
thIS past weekend. See I'8lated story and
phcms on page 5.

Pesticides brirlQ together concemed moth~rs'
2y Christine Broda
Staff Writer

If the thought of pesticides
has you eating less fruit and
vegetables_ there may be a
way tv keep up s good diet and
Jive without the chemicaL<;.
A newly formed group,
Mother's and Others for
Pesticide Limits, are lookiT'b
for both short and long term
answers to pesticide use.
Two issues that have been
addresse1 by the group are
organic farming and integrated pest management.

crops and using synthetic
chemicals only when pests
-Page 3 threaten to damage crops.
Organizers of the gl'OI!P hope
"The bottom iine is that no to encourage a bigger supply
one knows the effects of car- of organic produce in Southern
cinogens in children's bodies," Illinois. If that cannot be done,
Linda Cherry, a group the group has suggested
organizer, said.
purchasing in bulk through the
The group's definition of mail.
organic is that which is grown
Local sources where organic
without the lISe of synthetic food can be purchased are
fertilizers and pesticides.
farmers' markets, and the
Neighborhood Co-op as well as
Integrated
p~st
some of the Rlpermarkets,
management is monitoring the Margaret Howard said..

See related story

Gus Bode

Gus says an alternative to
pesticides may be rooted In

organic tanning .

.l~~t~~~ University research misconduct to be debated
<aatfuan'draws
. J3lgecrowds
.'

~Page3

,. .

Hart planning
·StadiumSellot.!P:

'~.' Sports 12

~~~j~.~~ ~

By Tim Crosby
Staff Writer

Representatives of the
Council of Research Policy
and Graduate Education, of
which SIU-C is a membt'.r, wJi
attend conferences today and
Wednesday sponsored by the
National Institute 01 rlealth in
Washington, D.C, concerning
research mist on duct at
universities.
The conference, held amid
rising concern in both the

scientific and legislative
communities over past improprieties by researchers, is
expected to yield new
regulations that will assist
universities in updating and
improving policy aimed at
dealing with misconduct after
it is detected.
Attention was drawn to this
area fonowing scandals involving conflict of interest
between doctors and the
private businesses funding

their res€Srch.
u.uversities.
John Yopp, associate vice
"This is a big concern of
president for academic affair.; institutions," Yopp said. "I'm
and research at SIU-C, at- afraid of that happening. It
tended a summer forum for may be too late for this round
CRPGE last week in Santa Fe, to stop it."
Like Yopp, many university
N.M., where he present£d a
pol:cy makers are concerned
paper on the subject.
that lack of corrective action
In the paper, YOPI> stated
part will lead to
that Congress islike1y to on their by
the government.
pressure funding agencies like legislation
Judith
Rowan,
the National Institute of Health chancellor for public associate
affairs at
to take on more of a watchdc.g
role in their dea.lings wi:b SIIe RESI:ARCH, Page 6
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All You Can Eat Lunch Buffet $3.95
Tuesday Dinner Buffet
$3.95
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.. 1990 Passenger Car & Truck
Renewal stickers

g pastor's release demanded
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: S~ries of protests staged;
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VCR &
MOVIES
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• Private Mailboxes for rent • Travelers Checks
• Title &.. Registration
• Notary Public
Service
• Mor.~y Orders
Plu~ Shoppinl Center 6()6 S. Illinois, Cnbondale 549-3202

_---expires 7-7-89
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Single?

Wtr· ... flwllabltr.
To Do Your

Wash That Is!
Drop It Off
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China campalpns against econnmlc reformer

)flffrtry Laundromat

BEIJING (UPD - China began orchestrating an intense
smear campaign Monday against former Communist Party
chief Zhao. Ziyang to build public support for the decision to
pw-ge .the popular economic reformer for supporting prodemocracy protests. With the official propaganda machine
cranked up, the army tried again to tell the world its version of
the brutal offensive against the democracy movement.

311 W. Main

549-1898

Med. 2 Topping Pizza w/2 Bottles of Soda

Opponents call death penalty ruling 'barbaric'
WASIDNGTON (UPI) - Death penalty opponents called
Monday's Supreme Court ruling allowing 16- and 17-year-olds
and mentally retarded people to be executed "barbaric" and
"medieval." But Attorney General William Webster of Missouri,
wbere one of the three death penalty cases decided by th~ court
originated, said he was "pleased the court agreed With our
argumtmt" that the state should be allowed to put Heath Wilkens
to death for the murder of a liquor store clerk.

$5. 95
Offer Good til Aug. 1
Call 549-6150 We Deliver Food & Video Movies.

'fl~~]1

Court rules Miranda need not be standardized
WASIDNGTON (UPI) - The Supreme Court ruled Monday
that p"?lice do not have to use the exact words described in
court s landmark Miranda decision when they tell a suspect be
bas a right to an attorney. The court, in a 5-4 ruling by Chief
Justice William Rebnquist, said, "We have never insisted that
Miranda warnings be given in the exact form described in ~t
decision," but simply must reasonably convey to a suspect his
rights.

Summer Sandwich Specials featured weekly~
MONDAY:

Italian Beef on a freshly baked Hoagie... $3.69

011 spill cleanup a race with Storm Allison

TUESDAY:

Grilled Rueben Sandwich ...$3.69

HOUSTON (UPI) - Workers raced the clock Monday to clean
up the remainder of a 252,000 gallon oil spill before heavy rains
and winds from Tropical Storm Allison could force them from
the water, the Coast Gw:rd said. Tbe tffick, gooey No. 60illea~ed
into the Houston Ship ~hannel after a barge and Pananuan
tanker, the Rachel-B, collided Friday some 40 miles downstream.
from Houston.

WEDNESDAY:

St. Louis Rib Sandwich ...$3.29
THURSDAY:

* One of the newest and

Chicken Salad Pita Pocket...$3.59
FRIDAY:

.

Whole Water Catfish Sandwich...$3.69

All sandwich specials include potato chips, dill pickle spear, 160z

T."" _;,, will bo "';Ii.~
.'

Monday-Friday during lhe Summer
•••••.
School Session.
In addition !o lhese food specials lhe
.....JJ
Student Cenler has rooms available
for your luncheon meetmgs at no
addItIonal fee this summer. ] USI call
lh~ Scheduling and Catering office in
ilhc Student Center to reserve one of lhcTown Rooms, Telephone

*
*

largest veterinary
hospitals in the southern
part of the state.
Complete medical & surgical
facilities.
A professional staff that is
both people & patient oriented.

fJIEJTtcks & Fleas are a
SerIous health hazard to
pels And people. Since
many commonly available
coilars and sprays may not
work, con~ult B veterinary
office for Infonnation
on Effective parasite control.

GRAND OPENING
Starts at 7:00 P.M.
Beat Buddy Hall in 9 Ball and get a chance to win
:l cue worth $110!
$2.75 Pitcilers, All drafts, All Day All Night.
om - no cover.

4a~ed'

\.• I'!'1il~~~~_~_____._

WASIDNGTON (UPI) - Former House Speaker Jim Wright of
Texas, driven from office by scandal, ended specubtion Monday
that he would try to stay in Congress, saying it would be
"vainglorious" and "pointless" to attempt to hold his seat.
Wright, 66, who announced ltfllY 31 he would resign the
speakership, said in a two-page statement be would foll~
through on his intention to reslgn his House seat at the end of this
month.

state

Southem Illinois politicians
demand apology from Martin

Daily Egyptian

omorrow Night

free J /4 lb. hot dogs & po

Wright ends speculation about Congress sea!

HERRIN, m. (UPI) - Soothern lllinois politicians Monday
demanded an apology from Rep. Lynn Martin and warned her
they are "tired of northern illinois politicians who don't know a
thing about us." C. Ray Chancey, Jackson County Democratic
Party chairman, and Mayors Ed Quaglia II!' Herrin and David L.
McDowell of Murphysboro sent a letter to Martin demanding she
apologize for characterizing Southern Illinois residents as
"rednecks."

~6.6633.

:Ii·--~a

OSLO, Norway (UP!) - A reactor accident Monday crippled a
nuclear-powered Soviet submarine off the coast of Norway in the
second such incident in three months, but the Soviet defense
minister said there were no casualties and no leak of radioacti~;ty. Norwegian authorities rel-J1"ted a fire aboard the submarine but said it appeared to have been brought under control
several bours after the early morning accident.

Service

7am til Midnight

Summer Special

~~

Soviet nuclear sub accident 2nd 111 3 months

Fluff-Dry Laundry

Pizza317
• Subs
• Salads
N. Illinois Ave

and1dessen.
IISOft.drink
J :()Jam and
:30pm

-

.
SEOUL, South Korea (UPI) - Students demanding the release
Moon
and a companion went on trial for violating the National Security
Law by making a secret 10000y visit to North Korea. As .the
hearing opened" at the Seoul District Criminal Court, radical
students staged a series of protests demanding Moon's release.
~ dissident pasw Moon Ik-bwan battled police Monday as

517 South Illinois
549-STIX

(USPS 169220)
Published daily in the Journalism and Egyptian l..aboratolY
Monday through Friday during the regular semesters and Tllesday
through Friday during summer term by Soulhern Illinois
;]niversity. Communications Building. Carbondale. II.
Editorial and busin",ss offices located in Communications
duilding. North Wing. Phone 536-3311, Waller B. Jaelmig. fiscal
"meer.
SubSCription rales a,·e ~45 per yea,· Or $28 f(x six nlolllh~ \\"ilhlll
,he Unilc·d Slales and $115 pel" year or $73 for ,Ax rno:.lhs ill all
ol"eign countlks.
JlusIJna!':ite:-- Send change of acldn.:::.s to Dad~- Ek).'plJtu), ~Ol!th:"'I fl
I illinois Lnivel"Sity. L'arb(",dcti,'. II 6:!901.

'Batman' uses sadistic humor
to thrill captivated audiences
By Carrie Pomeroy
Staff Writer

For a huge mainstream hit,
"Batman" is a surprisingly
dark and disturbing film.
Although it's often funny, the
humor has a sadistic streak.

Film ReView

L-~~

__

~~

______

Bloodasaurus

~

__

~~~~

_____

~

Slatl Photo by i'ernando Feliu M')ggi

Boyd Butler, volunteer fmm the University's t:.rneritus group,
helps Ann tIer1dewicz, SIlJ-C aIlmna from C3IbondaIe, sign
up for the blood drive organized for Wednesday and
',nu.'Sday. A plastic blood dinosaur is the mascot for the drive.

'Organic' could be redefined
Illinois South.

By Christine Broda
Staff Writer

An official definition of
"organic" may soon take root
in Illinois.
A bill, if passed by both the
Hovse and Senate, will provide
protection for organic
producers so that only
products grown according to
an official definition can be
marketed as organic, said
Kate Duesterberg, coordinator
of the agriculture program of

Duesterberg said under the
new bill, products may only be
labeled as organic if the field,
or area where the food is being
grown, has gone without the
application of various synthetic and compounded
pesticides for twelve months
prior to the growing. The bill
'ilso states that synthetic
chemicals may not be used in
other stages including the
packing and storing.

The film is short on plot,
primarily focusing on the
psychotic Joker, who aspires
to be the world's first
"homicidal artist." His canvasses are human bodie3, and
mutilation and death are his
pa~nt. Played ~ith obvious
rehsh by Jack NIcholson, the
J?ker is gl~fully evil wit.it a
hIdeous gnn" permanently
twisting his fa(.oe because of an
accidt:nt with toxic ,chemicals.
~anctng, ca~khn~, and
Joyfully overacting, NIcholson
completely steals the film..
MIchael Keaton so~ehmes
seems over-awed by his role,
doing a l~~tle too !liuch
melodramatic cape sWIs~ng
and square-Jawed gnmacmg
as Batman and not enough
character development as the
Winged One's alter ego,
millionaire Bruce Wayne. But
he ma~es a likea bie,
refreshmgly
human
superhero.
In this film, Ba~an falls
down sometimes and often
makes mistakes; he is far
from infallible.
The real magic of "Batman"
is its visual uniqueness. The
costumes, the buildings of
Gotham City, and the light.ing
are all dark and shadowy. The

clown-like zoot suits of the
Joker and his army of
homicidal maniacs make an
interesting contrast.
The sets for Gotham City
and the Batcave, created by
production designer Anton
Furst, are like a combination
of 194Os' film noir, "Blade
Runner" and "Star Wars."
Buildings are like Gothic
skyscrapers, and the skies

University Place 8
gets rerord crowd
from all walks of life
By Theresa livingston
Entertainment Editor

AMC University Place
8 theaters experienced its
busiest weekend ever as
Carbondale movie goers
gl:~k ~cl~~ City resemble
lined up to see the muchThe hand of director Tim
hyped premiere of
Burton, whose past efforts
"Batman,"
Jeff Martin,
include "PeeWee's Big AdUniversity Place 8
venture" am! "Beetlejuice," is
manager,
said.
highly visible. Surrealistic
Martin said the movie,
visual touches and black
screened in three
humor permeate the film.
auditoriums,
was shown
This IS the first movie about
10 times a day. He said
. 'Ii ; J;uperAer~ ,00. ~ ~apture the
matinee
sales
were slow,
Ivfo~ent; cttrnpiness . of· -eomie: ,
. but eight shows on
book arL''" ,
." . .
'
Friday
and
all
evening
One of the film's major flaVis
shows were sold out.
is the general sluggishness of
"People
would
come
in
the action scenes. Chases,
45 minutes before the
shoot-outs, and fights are
show
and
just
wait
in
the
dominated more by Jack
lobby to get in," he said.
Nicholson's facial contortions
Several people realized
and Michael Keaton's capethe great demand for the
flapping than by any real
movie
and bought their
action.
tickets in advance,
The film seems to emphasize
Martin
said.
the contrast between the good
"I was surprised at the
Batman and the evil Joker,
level of response we had.
explaining why Bruce Wayne
Because of advance
chooses to fight crime, why the
ticket sales, we sold out
Joker is so sadistic, and the
some shows two and
origin of the archenemies'
three hours beforehand,"
rivalry.
he said.
Although the script answers
The crowds were very
many questions, it also leaves
well behaved, Martin
some things unclear, such as
said, and although many
the reason Wayne dresses as a
Batmaniacs showed up
bat. Perhaps this, among.other
dressed in costume, the
things, will be answered m the
movie attracted viewers
seauel that is already bemg
from all walks of life.
pJanned by the film's creators.

SUMMER CLASSES 1989
Student Center

~

"Be A Part of Art"

HEW SOMMER

FREE SUMMER WORKSHOP

SERIES

SPECIALS

~

• Basic Studio Photography
• Pottery/Wheel Throwing
• Open Studio
• Japanese Bookbinding
• Basic Wood
• Portraits
• Advanced Paper Making
• Batik
• Kid's Clay (ages 6-10 yrs.)
• Kid's Mixed Media (ages 9-12 yrs.J
• T-Shirt Desir;n (ages 13-17 yrs,)

• Paper Making
• Handbuilding Ceramics
• Marbelizing Paper
• Primitive Underwater Basket
Weaving
• Tie Dye
• Floral Arrangements

for]

fill spftdrails Cr drafts
6pm til band begins

Limited enrollment--sign up early!
All classes and workshops require

advance registration.
The Craftshop opens June 12th. Classes
and workshops begin ,lune 19th. Some
classes fill up early, so don't delay.

Register in the Craft Shop.
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LOCATION
The Craft Shop is located on the lowl'!'
level of the south end of the SIt;-C
Student Center, adjacent LO the Big
Mud iy and Pizza Pete s.
E.b,QI ,
Craft Shop: 453-3636
~oodshop' 536 2!21 _______ _
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Opiniol1~P9Ipl11enfury
Sludent Editor-In-Chlef, Kimberly Clarke; Editorial Page Editor, Daniel
Wallenberg; Asaociate Editorial Page Editor, Alicia Hill; Acting Managing
Edilar, Wanda Harrb.

More aid necessary
for Chinese in U.S.
CURRENT LEGISLATION that would allow Chinese
citizens to extend the amount of time they are allowed to
stay in the UrJted States is something we welcome. Any'
effort that woo\d help those citize:ts who wish to remain
here, until the turmoil in China subsides or on a permanent
bas~. ~hould be allowed.
The legislation would help any Chinese citizen currently
liYmg in the United States. One of the largest J)ODUlations
of Chinese citizens here is students. It is estimated that the
total amount of students at universities across the country
is close to 40,000.
,
Under current visa requirements, Chinese students have, ;
only an l8-month period to remain 'in the United States
foll~ their studies.
The legislation would allow Chi~e ~ple to apply forpermanent status as an Amencan CItizen. Already,
Chinese nationals have boon granted extensions allowi!lg
them to stay in the United States until 1990 but when the
extension is granted nationals become ineligible for a
change in visa or permanent resident status.
U.S. REP. Nancy Pelosi, D-Callf., is the spo,lSor of the
legislation. She feels the bureaucracy in the United States
shOuld not send the Chinese home to an uncertain future.
The United States has been proceeding in a careful'
manner in its op~ition of the sifuation in China. It should
also proceed carefully in its decisions to send Chinese
peopfe home following'the termiMtion of their visas.
- Many students at the University hold visas that require
them to return home for at least fwo years following tneir
sta~ in the United States.
This would be waived if Pelosi's legislation becomes
law. Chinese students should be given every opportunity to
stay for as long as necessary. TIle United States should be
proud to have the brightest and best Chinese students
become part of its society.
THE CHINESE government doesn't seem to care about
how foreign countries feel about actions taken against
students and protesters. The government aiso does not
seem to care about future poIItical relations with other
countries opposing the massacre.
.
We ~ay not be able to help protes~rs and studeqts m
China, b~t .we do have an opportunity to help Chinese
people wlthin our borders.
Although the United States should continue to be careful
in its poliacal relationship' with the Chinese gov~ent,
the lives and futures of lDDocent students and cltizens
should be a priority.

PELOSI'S LEGISLATION is a good first step but others
.
need to be taken.
H students are given the opportunity to stay m the
United States for as long as necessary, it is liXely that
Chinese goverunent-issued scholarships will be revoked.
University communities and U.S. supporters should offer
financial assistance in cases where it 15 needed.

Doonesbury

FIag b
Ob
umlng
0 scene, but stOilI a nght
0

The Supreme court made it
legal to burn and desecrate the
American flag as an act of
expression protected by the
First Amel'dment. In a 54
decision the ~ourt affirmed a
Texas appeals court decision
to overrule the conviction of a
Texas man found guilty of
setting fire to the flag during
the 1984 Republican National
Convention in Dallas.
The convention saw angry
crowds of protesters chanting
anti-American rhetoric and
attacking the policies of the
Reagan administration.
One of those protesters included Gregory Johnson, a 21year old warehouse worker.
Johnson led a group of
protesters to the steps of the
Dallas City Hall where he set
fire to an American flag and
was quickly arrested by police.
He was charged under a Texas
law which made it an offense
tQ desecrate the flag.
Commenting on the Court's
decision, Johnson said, "the
flag is a symbol of international plunder and
murder."
The Court's majority opinion
stated that the issue at hand is
'lot one of flag burning and
d~':!Cration, but rather of

situation to fight and perhaps
freedom of expression.
Burning the flag, the court give my life in oor nation's
said, is an act of political defense never materialized.
expression which is gl.i8ran- But I know that many of my
teed and fully protected by the predecessors were not as
provisions set forth in the First fortunate.
Amendment.
I remember touring me
According to the First
Amendment, "Congress shall American military cemeteries
at
Madingly, Engiand and
make no Iaw... prohlbiting the
free exercise thereof... or Normandy, France, where
thousands
of U.S. servicemen
abridging the freedom of
who were killed in the battles
speech."
I believe in the Constitution of World War II are buried. I
and in the First Amendment. remember walking through
Therefore, as nauseated as I the immaculately landscaped
was upon hearing the court's grounds looking at the graves;
decision, I must admit that I and of the tears that formed in
CimCur.

my eyes as I looked at tbe

I am a military vetf'ran. I
served slightly less than five
years active duty, two of which
I spent in Europe stationedata
front line l'iAl'O base. 20
minutes flying time from
Soviet air space.
When I entered L'le military I
took an oath and faced the very
flag that Mr. Johnson, in expressing his politics. decided
to burn. I swore to defend the
Constitution of the United
States, and if necessary, to
give my life in defense of this
nation and for the freedoms
protected in that Constitution.
I thank God that the~

As difficult as it is to com.
prehend, the flag symbolizes
the very prott.ctions that allow
people like Gregory Johnson to
bun} aNi desecrate it.
The protections granted in
the First Amendment allow us
to assemble, to practice
whatever religion we wish and
to express ourselves freely
without the threat of government intrusion, no matter how
obscene.
-David A. Cowan, senior in
Journalism.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
K&N~
Heu.o~
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names stamped on the marble
crosses and Stars of David

Editorial Policies
Signed artIcIes,lndtHing leiters, viewpoints and oIher
commentaries, reIJect the opinions 01 their authors
only. UnsIgned editorials ""Pf8S8I1t a consensus of the
0aiIy Egyptian Board, whose members are the student
editor-ln-chief, the editorial page editor, the associate I
edilorial page editor, a news stalf member, the faculty
managing editor and a Scl:oo\ 01 Joumatism faculty
. member.,
I.eners 10 the editor must be submilled directly to the

editorial page editor, Room 1247, Communications
Building. Letter.: should be typewritten and double

spaced. ,An leiters are subject to editing and will be
Bmlled 10 500 words. lei...... Iewer than 2SO words will
be given preference for publication. Students must
Identify themselves by class and major, faculty
members by rank and depaI1men~ non-academic s\liff

by DOSlIion and department.
leiters for which v.ificatlon of aulhorshlp cannot be
made wiD not be published.
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'89 Street Machine Nationals
rolls to a record attendance
By Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

Street machines reigned
supreme this weekend in Du
Quoin, as the 13th annual
Street Machine Nationals
rolled to the 100,960 spectator
mark.
A record 3,521 cars and
trucks entered the event this
year, scattering across the Du
Quoin state fairgrounds and
creating the largest event of its
kind in the world.
Randy Kron, ~ 'publiCity
coordinator for the event, said
he was very pleased with the
turnout for the weekend.
"It's a worry-free event
from a participant standpoint," Kron said. "You can
bring your family to the event
and have a good time."
Ann Masten, publicity

director, said the Strl'et
Machine Nationals will return
next year to the Du Quoin state
fairgrounds, about 20 miles
north of Carbondale t)n U.S.
Highway 51.
"We had a nice turnout
without any :-U!jor problems
over the weekend. ThE:
weather wasn't as big a factor
as itwas last year," she said.

muscle cars.
Penny Frieberg, of Collinsville, was on hand to display a
completely restored 1967
Chevy Chevelle, which had
been pur<;hased by her and her
husba'ld Jan Frieberg for
$1,500 dollars when the car was
brand new.
"We think it's unique that
we've had the car for so long,"

rhe~e was. no shortage of ~:~:y :llrie~r~~ai~~~~::~
sunshine durmg the weeke~d . himself. We've probably inas car. J!ntf!1S~$ts, pu.t" tMlT . vested more than $30,000 since
~t eflort-lntalJhowlllg.:off we " ..... 'n io restore it."
mvestments that reached mto
""'I>'"
the $30:'" $40,000 range.
Troy Trepanier, of Manteno,
More than 200 vendors and said this is his third time in Du
manufacturers displayed their Quoin for the car sho'N.
wares at the fairgrounds with Trepanier entered his 1966
everything from t-shirts to six- Chevy Malibu in the pro street
packs, which are six, two- competition, hoping to impress
barrel carburation systems the judges with a lot of
foun~ on early Chrysler
chrome.

SIal! PhoIo by John ~\'iig_

Heart Attack.
Fight it with a .
Memorial gift to
the American
Heart Association.
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RESEARCH, from Page 1 - - the University of Illinois, said,
"This would be unfortunate.
The farther you get from the
problem, the less you can
control it."
Rowan, who will attend the
conference, said tha t u of I had
been operating on an interim
policy for about a year. She
wasn't sure when or if the

IJO.~~h:~!~i~:t'f~tute

of
Health is lookin~ for input and
information from research
institutions &t this conference," Rowan said. "It's
not clear at this time what's
going to happen."
Celia Homans, director of
government relations at the
University of Chicago, said she
expecu: legislation at the
feden>j level. Su.-:h legislation,
she said, would afiect even
private institutions.
Andrzej Bartke, of SW-C
School of Medicine, said that
fedP.l'al legislation would be
useless at best.

"'l'he only way to make it
meaningful i:; to have it at the
institutional level," he said.
The pressure on researchers
to bring in more grant money
to their w.iversity has been
given as a reason for past
misconduct and
data
falsification.
Bartke, who receives grant
money from the National
Institute of Health for
research, said such pressure
at SW-C was not excessive.
"If anything, it is con·
siderably less," he said.
YOfP said although
University policies have been,
and continue to be reactive to
instances of misconduct after
they happen, proactive
policies that prevent
misconduct are forthcoming.
"Harvard has the first
proactive policy,': -YIlPP ~aid.
"It . basically. ; -"aYi ; they
shouldn't. force people to
publish so much to achieve
tenure. It takes some pressure

off younger people coming up.
"Ethics courses should also
be incorporated into graduate
programs, "Yopp continued,
adding that they should be
taught in all disciplines.
"Science gets the headlines
in these misconduct cases
because it's usually bigger
money," he said. "It can
happen in any department,
though."
Another
misconduct
problem has been conflict of
interest between private
business and the researcbers
who perform studies for them.
Homans said a key concept in
avoiding such misconduct was
disclosure of faculty business
interests.
"We are revising our policy
at the University of Chicago to
include a disclosure clause,"
Homans. explained. "This,
then; n~ to be monitored
and the· faculty must be
educated as to what c0nstitutes a conflict of interest."
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DRIVE,

VARSITY SOUTH
Barber Shop & Hairstyling

from Page 1 - p.m. in the Student Center. The
blood drive will be from 1 :30 to
6:30 p.m. on Friday at Sl
Francis Xavier Church.
SlU-e is the number one
blood donating school in the
United States, Ugent said.
"But many students who
helped establish that record
ha ve gradua ted or a re gone for
the summer, so we need new
donors."

for men,-women & children. .

Cuts $8 & $10

549-{)121

()

Z for Tuadqy
Z for 1
Mixed Drinks

fill Hight!
$1.75 Pitchers
Deck opening soon for
summer bash!

APPLICATIONS MUST be
received by the Educational
Testing Service for the August
5 Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL), and the
Test of Spoken English (TSE)
on July 3, 1989. For further
information and registration
materials contact Testing
Services, Woody Hall 8204 or
phone
536-3303.
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Accuracy Desk

549-7323
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The DaiJy Egyptian has
established an accuracy desk.
If readflrs spot an error, they
can call 536-3311, extension 233
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Mobile·Home LoIS

Wanted 10 Rent
Sublease

HelpWanted
Employment Wanted
Services Offered
W~

I

a'S

Rooms
Roommates

Electronics

e)

704 S. lIIinois Ave.
457-6564·

Donors must be 17 or older,
at lE"ast 105 pounds, and in
bealt.'tycondition, Ugentsaid.

LEARN THE basics of
fInancial planning. Brown bag
lunch workshop at the Interfaith Center today at noon.
Call 549-7387 in the afternoon,
concerning
questions.

Style $13.00

Walkins or AppoTntments

Giving blood is safe for the
d.ODor, Ugentsaid Needles are
sterilized, used only Gnce, and
disposed of properly, she said.

VOLUNTEERS needed at
the Pollution Control Deptartment for the summer
semester. Applications being
accepted foc field monitoring,
lab analysis and regulatory
aspects of environmental
pollution. For more information, coutact Andy or
Keith at 536-7511.

The !SSC is not the only
higber education organization
that will suffer from the defeat
of the Madigan-Rock plan.
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education's budget may not be
met after all, Richard D.
Wagner, executive director,
said.

For Rent:
Apartment
Houses
Mobile Homes
Townhomes
Duplexe5

VT.iA

Furniture
Musical
Pets & Supplies
Sporting Goods
Miscellaneous

TAX, from Page 1 - - - - - - -0

Recognition ScholarShip creased the amount of other
program, the !SSC will not scholarshi!>S, Matejika said.
recieve the $23.6 million that it
Clement ~id there is still a
would have received if the tax strand of h{Jpe that the General
pr0p0!>81 had been passed.
Assembly will "hammer out
This extra money would some compromise that will
have given more than 2,600 save higher education before
additional needy students the end of the fiscal year, June
awards and grants and in- 30."
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Simple heart, simple l11$t~~aI!ce_ needs Weight-lifting
By Tim Crosby

helps, hanns
bone diseases

Staff Writer

Despite many advances in
technology, scientists have yet to invent a more simple, more efficient or
more reliable device than the heart.
But perhaps because of its resilience,
people neglect in care for their heart as
a fine piece of ma~hinery. The proper
care and maintenance of a heart can
provide fun and social interaction, as
well as improve the quality of life of its
owner.
There are many activities that can
increase the level of cardiovascular
fitness. All of these have one thing in
common - elevating the heart's rate
aud sustaining it for a certain amount
of time.
"You ha ve to keep your heart rate up
for about 30 minutes for improvement
to occur,'· MikE: Hertz, a graduate
student in business administration
working at the Sports Medicine Office
in the RecreatioQ Center, said. This
must be done at least four times a
week, he said.
During the workout, the heart rate
must be kept up to what is referred to
as the target zone, Hertz said.
A sim!)le way to calculate one's
maximum heart rate is by subtracting
the person's age from the number 220.
The difference is men multiplied by 70
to 85 percent. The resulting product is
the zone or range to be maintained
during the workout, he said.
"This is usually 140 to 170 beats per
minute in an average 20-year-old,"
Hertz said
Any activity that increases oxygen
intake and elevates heart rate can be
described as aerobic exercise, though
Hem: said be is hesitant to use those
terms.
"We prefer to say aerobic-type
exercise, so people don't think of
aerobic dance classes only." he said.
Aerobic-type exercise improves the
cardiovascular system's carrying
capacity '0)' requiring it to deliver more
oxygeI!8ted blood to working muscles

Staff Photo by Ann Sdtlllter

Hordes mstudents, faculty and staff Dock 10
the Recreation Center gym to get a daily

cardiovascular workout in the 5 p.m.
aerobics dB.

that burn more oxygen during
prolonged exercise. Ow.r time, the
overloaded system is trained to carry
more oxygen and improvement occurs.
Another benefit of exercise for the
heart is that it stimulates the
production of high density lipoproteins,
a type of cholesterol that retards
clogging oi the arteries. It also reduces
low density lipoproteins that clog artEries.
Hertz pointed out that any activity
that works the larger muscle groups
likely is sufficient to utilize aerobiCtype training.
"It's up to tht" individual which one to
choose," Hertz said. "The exercise that
is best is usually the one the person
enjoys most. "
Many students participate in
organized aerobic classes held at the
Recreation Center, Peggi Tolliver,
fitness programmer, said
.
"On average between 100 and 200

students show up," she said.
Other programs offered to benefit
the heart include aqua aerobics, fitness
walking and low impact aerobics.
Disabled students also can enjoy the
advantages of aerobic excercise.
Kathy Hollister, assistant director of
Intramural Recreational Sports, said a
swimming class for disabled students
is being planned. Also planned is

.90%
Of Our
Entrees
Are
LUNCH COMBO SPECIAL Retommended
(Over 10 entrees to choose from)
By The
Includes:
~
American
Heart
Fried Rice & Fortune Cookie
Association

~;:Oll

Modera te weight-lifting
exercises can help prevent
osteoporosis, but more vigorous
workouts may make matters
worse for people at risk for the
debilitating lione disease,
researchers said.
In a study presented at the
American
College
of
Rheumatology's annual meeting,
Stanford University researchers
said they found up to five hours a
week of moderate exercise with
weights appears to guard againsi
osteoporosis, but exercise
routines exceeding five hours per
week may be detrimental.
. Oiten called "brittle bone
disease," osteoporosis is a condition in which bone mass and
strength decrease with a~e,
causing increased susceptibility
to fracture.
It affects about 25 million
women in the United States and is
the major underlying cause of
IKme fractures.

$2 9

• an~
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About this issue....

choose different. activities for each
week.
Before students start a program,
Hollister advises them to get a health
assessment test at the sports medicine
office. During the test, students have
their flexibilty, strength, cardiovascular system and body fat tested
to determine their fitne!Wi level and
hence, program alternatives.
Students need to make an appointment to get the test, Hertz said.
"There is no charge for students, and

The Health and Fitness Guide
was produced by the advertising,
editorial and production
~epa=-ents of the Daily

I

fi'!altb and Fitness Guide
Editor Phyllis Coon. Student
Advertising Manager Will Parks.
Cover design by Ron Kaufmann. Cover photo by Heidi
Diedrich. lliusn-ations by Mary
Ann Rutledge.

Everything for the
Athlete
Choose from our
qual ity name brands
eRawlings
eSpeedo
-Converse
- New Balance
-Russell

& many, many more

STOP SMOKING
LOSE WEIGHT

OR:

.. Improve Grades
• Improve Memory
• Control Eating Habits
• Reduce Stress.
• Overcome Fears

• Pass Exams
• Become Success Conscious
• Increase Concentration
• Achieve Self-Acceptance
• Overcome Insomnia

• Build Self-Confidence

• Improve Learning Skills

Dwight's Hypnotherapy
1616 W. Main
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Stop in &... See our wide
Selection of
• Sporti ng Goods
• Athletic &
Running Shoes
• Jerseys, Shorts
• SIU Shirts, Hats & Sweats
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Physical, lTIental education

fREE. INTRODUCTORY CLASS

The American Kyuki-Do
Martial Arts Academy
-Taekwondo • Hopkido • Self Defens£~-

target of organized sports
By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

The University's office of Intramural-Recreational Sports wants to
contribute to the total physical and
mental education of students through
organized team and individual sports,
a department sports supervisor said.
"I think the social learning aspect is
one of the health benefits," Scott "'rey,
sports supervisor, said. "Participating
in the sports is more wellness for the
mind and body to go along with
studying in classes_"
Team sports offered by the department are softball, volleyball,
basketball, soccer and tennis. Individual and double sports such as
racquetball, badminton, golf, table
tennis and canoeing also are offered.
People wbo want W I8rticipate in one
of the team sports can pick up a team
roster form at the Recreation Center
information desk, Arey said. Scbedules
can be made, and participants can
designate the times they would prefer
to play.
The roster must be brought back and
a captain must be chosen to represent
the team at a mandatory captain's
. meeting, where rules and regulations
are explained.

Health Advocates
Wellness Center's

For individual sports, participants
can sign up at the information center
and pay a $1 forfeit fee that is refunded
if they do not forfeit any matches.
The reasons vary for people who
desire to take part in the amateur
sports.
"Some of the students have had an
athletic background and just want to
continue the competition in an
organized fashion," Arey said. "Others
are just looking for a structured
program to take part in and have fun."
There are 1,000 participants this
summer in the intramural sports
program - 800 males and 200 females.
During the entire year, about 13,000
people take part in the program with
the male-tG-female ratio staying pretty
consistent.
"We do have more male than female
participants right now," Arey said.
"We are trying to intcr('St more women
in joining. There are certain sports tha t
women like more such as volleyball
and some of the individual sports.
"Really the women get more fun out
of it because they are not as competitive," Aray said.
The program tries to have a smaller
tourney of more sports in the summer,
be said.
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FOR INFORMATION CALL
529-4404
Mike Shields, 4th Dan
Head instructor

Discover'
Birkenstock
Discover bow healthy and
comfortable your feet can be in
origiJ.al Birkenstock footwear.
And discover the fresh new
WokofB~tock-&mruus

Relaxation important
for personal heal~

campus outreach

stress counselor says

By Richard Goldstein

ByLlaaMlller

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

A woman walked up to the receptionist in Kesnar ;iall and asked for an
appointment with a counselor.
"I've had stomach problems," she
said, "Related t;)stress."
There are reams of pamphlets and
mimeographed magazine articles
here: Talking About Sex; Alcohol
Knowledge Test; Creating Our Own
Reality; Managing Stress; The Politics
of Food; If a Friend has an Eating
Disorder; Characteristics of Healthy
Relationships; Characteristics of
Unhealthy Relationships.
This is the Wellness Center.
A division associated with the Health
Service, which is interested in the
prevention of health problems.
Barbara Rester, media and
promotions coordinator for the
Wellness Center, use<> this definition
for center, then contrasts it with
traditional health care in which "intervention" after an injury or the onset
of a sickness is the common procedure.
Rester said people come into the
center for stress management, fitness
and diet counceling from the six
full time staff members.
A faculty and staff fitness program is
being organized by the center's staff,
but this program is yet to "get off the
ground,' Rester said.
The full time staffers, however, only
are a part of the services offered
through the Wellness Center. The
Health Advocate Program, a peer
group counceling service, is what
Health Advocate Veronica Crawford
calls the representatives of the
Wellness Center.
Through offices in the residence hall
cafeterias and a system known as the
Speaker's Bureau, health advocates
give presentations 1.0 students living in
residents halls. Tt.e bealth advocates

Relaxation enhances the ability
to deal with stress, a counselor for
the Wellness Center, said.
Relaxation is vital to
everyone's mental health, Colleen
Moss, stress counselor, said.
Mental health in turn is vital to
everyone's entire well being.

and shoes in exciting new
colors and styles.
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SHAWNEE TRAILS
529-2313

de=:~V~tsre~~:e:' :::
destroy good health.
The early warning signs of
stress include stomach troubles,
headaches, irritability, eating too
much, high blood pressure and
rapirt beartbeat, Moss said.
The Wellness Center offers
stress management counselors to
help University employees and
students deal with academic and
personal stress.
Moss said sbe usually helps
people who have a hard time
dealing with stress on a private
basis, but there are times when
group counseling is effective.
Stress management counseling
tells people to· use tools of
relaxation to help them control
stress, she said.
One such tool is visualization.
"We let the people we counsel
listen to tapes I.elling them to
relax," Moss saia. "The tapes tell
them to first relax their feet, then
!heir calves, then their thighs and
so on up the body.

9-5 mon-sat
12-5 sun

GIVE
YOU

A HEALTHY ADVANTAGE

balance, she said.
Crawford said there have been about
300 health advocates in the programs
five-year history, and she expects
about 40 this fall.
June Hendrickson, a 23-year-old
community heaHh major, is a member
of this club-elass-business. She said she

Look more attractive and feel a Jot more
energetic with natural food diet supplements
with vitamins.

• Whole Grains
• Peanut BuHer
• Natural Vitamins
• Spice Teas
and Minerals
• Granola
• Healthy Snacks
• Wheat Germ
• Dried Fruits
• Unbleached
• Natural Cereal
Flours
• Sugar & Salt free Foods for Special Diets

the birth control
"I have a lot of fun because it's hands
on with the diaphragm," Henrickson
joked.
Nicole Aydt, imitating the reactions
of her audience, said, "They say
'Eeew, I'm not putting my hand on that
condom.'''
Aydt, a 21-year-old graduate student,
said a big reason that the Health Advocate PrO'Jram is worthwhile is that it
operates from a peer vantage point.
"We have a lot of information that
gt!ts through on a differentlevel than in
a newspaper or a pampblet," Aydt
said. "People really open up at these

talks.".
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Campus Shopping Center
(next to Quatros)

~:c8~~~~~ ~~:ncf:~3:~ f:J~~resenting
eacb semester.
Tbe presentations range from "How
safe is sex?" to "Date Rape" to
"Healthy Relationships" to, by far the
most most popular of the Speakers
Bureau's presentations, "Controlling
College Stress."
Crawford, a graduate assistant at the
Wellness Center, said, "In my opinion
the stress management talk is the big
message of the program."
The stress management presentation
attempts to show students bow
bomework, alcobol, sex, exercise and
everything else inv.olved in the life of a
coqege student can be brought into
.!., I '.'1111 ITt ~ (I t!: ','';;i. il .111 i

,;~

The American Kyuki-Do Martial Arts Academy has been
established for the pi1IpOse of furthering an Ancient Art Form
within the context of modern American lifestyles. Within the
structure of an orderly classroom fonmu. these disciplines can bring
out in each of us a heightenoo sense of confidence. physical
awareness and well-being. Our instruction is centered around
physical and mental conditioning. controlled free sparring and self
defense. We teach proper lechmques in these areas, monitoring all
srodent practices and provide a SD'uctured and disciplined teaching
environment for young and old alike.
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Fad diets unsuccessful, nutritionist says

Faculty and staff utilize
programs for fitness

By Irene Oploh
and Mickl Delhaute McGowan

By John Walblay

Staff Writers

Staff Writer

I

Health and fitness optioru; for
faculty and staf' are as wide as
the {>lains, as deep as the oceans,
as blg as the mountains ... and as
near as the Arena and the
Recreation Center.
Philip Buckenmeyer, assistant
professor l>f physical education,
coordinates "Exercise is Heart
Work," a supervised program
from Lingle Hall at the Arena.
Particip~nts of the exercise and
evaluation program receive both
pre- and post-testinr, which includes an appraisa for health
risks, where health history and
phySical information are
recorded.
A cardiovascular test is administered by monitoring the
persona heart rate by a walk or
walk-jog test. A strength and
flexibility test also is given.
The program includes a body
composition test, which measures
body fat percentage. An electrocardiogram test is given while
the person is resting to measure
heart functions.
Participants also can have their
cholesterol level measured for $5.
"I think the program is excellent," Leonard Gross,
assistant professor at the law
school, said. "When I started, I
was overwieght and my
cholesterolwasat217."
Gross said by exercising three
times a week and taming his diet
by cutting down on red meat and
hig~lorie foods he was able to
shed 15 pounds and reduce his
cholesterol level to 144.
Buckenmeyer said the exercise
program is designed to be
regulated to the u:&dividual where
each person has set guidelines
and independent workouts.

Medi-fast, diet pills, appetite suppressants, and other methods of
temporary or fad diets are destin<ld to
failure, a University instru::tor in foud
and
nutrition
said.
"The body has not advanced with our
technology," Susan Anderson, a
registered dietician and fo.'ld and
nutrition instructor, said. "When a
dieter reduces caloric intake, the body
simply slows its metabolic rate to
compensate. "
The fewer calories taken in on a diet,
the slower the metabolism and the
faster the weight gam upon 1 eturn to a
normal caloric intake, she said.
"At LiJe lowered m~etabolic rate,
dieters who return to their regular
eating habits will find that weight is
gained back more easily than before
beginning the diet," Anderson said.
Reducing calories moderately will
help reduce weight, according to the
Wellness Center. Diets with a very low
caloric intake will result in lower
calorie burning capability, ;oss of
muscle tissue, irritability, fatigue,
frustration and pre-occupation with
food.
Although the most effective way to
lose weight is to increase physical
activity and reduce calorie intake, a
variety of foods must be eaten.
Foods low in calories and high in
nutrients are the best. More fruits,
vegetables, and whole grains should be
eaten. Less fatty foods, sugars and
sweets should be consumed. An increase in daily physical activity can
help lose weight and help keep it off.
All people need to eat foods from
these food groups - beans, grains,
nuts, fruits and vegetables, milk
products, poultry, fish, meat and eggs.
Medi-fast, the diet talk-show host
Oprah Winfrey used, is a 420 calorie
plan and is designed and moderated by
physicians for people who are 60 or
more pounds above a healthy wl'!ight,
according to a leaflet distributed by the

LOSE 4" to 14" IN ONE HOUR
Introducing Body Contouring & Weight loss
LEAVE YOUR FAT BEHIND

Drinking, socializing: SlU-C students tell difference
By Theresa Livingston
Entertainment Editor

Carbondale has long been viewed
throughout the state as a "party
school," but how do University
students see the connection between
socializing, bars and drinking'?
Some students see the bars as an
opportunity to mix with friends,
meet new people and unwind after a
hard day of ciasses.
"Drinking is a social thing.
Everyone just seems to relax better
with a beer in their hand," John
Brown, junior in business, said.
Michelle Kuhn, senior in journalism and speech communication,
a~. "Most definitely. It's that
aicohol confidence. What else are
you going to do to meet people'?" she
said.
Happy hours, inexpensive pitchers and mixed I1nnk speeials also
help entice students ready to blow
off some steam after t.~e prt:Ssurt"..
of the day.
"Sometimes if I stop off for one at
four o'clock after a solid day at ~
Wellness Center.
Much cGntroversy surrounds this
diet and it is not recommended for
people with an immediate health
problem. The success rate of this diet
has not been encouraging, according to
the leaflet.
Prescription drugs including amphetamines and speed are available
ti:m)Ugh some physicians for dieting,
but the effect is only temporary and
side affects can include addiction,
beart palpitations, and nervousness,
accordmg to the leaflet.
Appetite suppressants, sucb as
Dexatrim, Acutrim, Ayds and others,
are supposed to decrease the ability to
detect sweetness in foods and block
natural appetite regulators to the
brain, but these diet aids produce only

library and classes, it ends up being
a couple and I end up drinking my
dinner," Jim Miller, senior in
mathematics, said.
Although some students limit their
alcohol consumption and their
nights out to the weekends, the bar
scene is still where they go to have
fun.
"I like to go out with my friends on
Fridays and Saturdays to the bars,
but I don't think I have to drink to
have fun. It just belps," Susan
Smith, sophomore pre-major, said.
However, some students view
excessive partying in a negative
light.
"It makes you wonder if they
actually do their school work or
they're just bere to party," Michelle
Yoggerst, junior in foreign language
and international trade, said.
Yoggerst, who recently transfered
from Illinois State University, said
Carbondale has more underaged
drinkers than most college towns
she's visited because of the
minimum bar entrance age of 18.
a temporary effect as well.
Appetite suppressants raise blood
pressure and heart rates, react with
some prescription drugs and can cause
febl malformations if taken during
pregnancy, accordir.g to the leaflet.
Every year Americans spend billions
of dollars on products that promise
weight loss, but researchers continue
to find that these diets are ineffective
f~e?ngerOllS, according to the
Fad diets fail over and over because
they entail only II temporary change of
eating behavior, Anderson said.
"If fad diets worked there woold not
be so many on the market," Anderson
said.

DID YOU KNOW THAT..•
• Almost everybody knows oIderpeople for whom

physidans prescnbe a glass ofwine, a brandy
or whiskey or beer tv spark the appetite

... ALSO STOMACH, HIPS AND THIGHS

BENEFiCIAL NATURAL BODY
CONTOUR AND I NCH-l.OSS PROGRAM
WIll SHAPE YOUR SHAPE EUMINATlNG TOXIC
WASTES THAT CLOG YOUR SYSTEMS.LOSE 4-14
PERMANENT INCHES IN 1 HOUR THtS IS NOT A
WATER LOSS.

WE guarantee that you will melt away 4 to 14
permanent inches in jusl1 hour by using our

BENFlctAL BODY CONTOURING WRAP.
II's safe, easy, rel"3Xing AND IT WORKS! (As featured

• Medical studies te1l us that regular moderate '
consumption ofalcohol slgniBcantly lowers the
risks ofcertain types of heart dI5ease. ,

• On.in aca.mulatloR ofdata going back. 60
and ccnlinned by tens of thousands of
people, Dght and moderate drtnkers tend to Jive
longer than abstalners,
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in Saks Fifth Avenue & Neiman Marcus)

• Not a Water Loss
• Total Nutritional Program
• Restores elasticity to loose, flabby skin
• Lose from problem areas

Other Services:
Facial Toning; Exercise; Detoxification; Facials;
Anti-Arthritic Program; Tanning
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·In a report card on the nation's health, the
Prevention Research Center rates moderate
alcohol conswnption No; 8 among 24 ways to
goodhealtIJ .
• Alcohol use relieves stress, promotes sociability
and JntensiRes mood. For most peopJe, It Is
good for them
-iIUnols Beverage Journal
AUgust, 1988
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BODY TONING:

• Improves Posture & Circulation
• No Disrobing or Showering
• No Medical Restrictions
• Lose Inches Where Needed
• Firms Body After Weight Loss
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514 S. Illinois Ave
Carbondale
457-3513

Water necessary element in balanced diet, author says
By Jackie Lay
Staff Writer

Maybe an apflle a day can help keep
the doctor away, but eight glasses of
water can help keep the fat away,
according to Donald Robert~on, author
of "The Snow Bird Diet."
Some other interesting facts about
water include:
_It suppresses the appetite
naturally and helps the body
metabolize stored fat. The kidneys
can't function properly without enough
water. When they don't work to their
capacity, some of their load is dumped
onto the liver.
_It is the best treatment for fluid
retention. For people who have a
constant problem with water retention,
excess salt may be the blame. The
more salt eaten the more the system
retains to dilute it.
_It helps t~ maintain proper muscle
tone b~ giving muscles their natural

ability to contract. It also helps prevent
the sagging of skin that occurs after
weight loss.
_It helps to relieve constipation.
When too little water enters the body, it
siphons what it needs from internal
resources, mainly the colon. Normal
bowel functions return upon drinking
the necessary amount.
-Overweight people need more
water than do thinner ones because
larger people have larger metabolic
loads. Although the average person
needs two quarts (eight glasses) of
water daily, the overweight person
needs one extra glass for every 25
pounds of excess weigbt.
Also according to the diet, water
should be .:old when consumed because
it absorbf. into the system more quickly
than does warm water. Some evidence
even sugge:;i:ls that cold water helps to
burn calories.
One quart of water should be con-

OfJrlli_
LJfjfl~-

BGLAL7SC> Of WATEfsumed (wer a ro-minute period every
morning and afternoon. In the evening,
~~~~~~~i~d be consumed between

People don't necessarily have to get
sources of water from a fountain.
About 90 percent of juicy fruits and
vegetables are water.

Plenty of H20 can combat dehydration
By Mlcki Delhaute McGowan
Staff Writer

Complications
caused
by
dehydration can lead to many serious
problems, even death, if not treated
immediately, a registered dietitian
said.
"The best way to treat dehydration is
knowing how to prevent it," Sara
Anderson, dietitian and University
instructor, said.
Dehydration is a concern in Southern
Ulinois because of the bot, humid
weather, sbe said.
"Once you become dehydrated. it is
aim. cst impossible to rehydrate without
help." Anderson said.
Water is lost from aU ?arts of the
body wben dehydration occurs. If there
is not enough liquid in the body, muscle
contractions will Le adversely affected
and body temperature will increase.
If two percent of the body's weight is
lost through heat, the body's ability to
remain at a normal temperaturc can

Diet .,'
Center®

The weigbt-loss professionals~
If you could lose weight
byyourseH. ..
you would have done so
by now.

be impaired. A five percent loss can
cause beat exhaustion. severe heat
cramps, heat stroke, coma and even
death.
An instructor in animal science and
food nutrition, Anderson said the first
sign of a heat problem is heat cramps.
If debydration is not recognized, then
beat exhaustion can develop, she said.
Signs of beat exhaustion include
increase in body temperature, nausea,
dizziness, extreme fatigue, ringing in
the ears, and fainting. Symptoms can
occur during exercise or soon after.
"If people are going to exercise, they
should do it early in the morning or in
the evening," Anderson said.
People who do not exercise should
drink six-ta-eight glasses of water a
day.
:'If you are exercising, you need to
drink more water because you are
losing more," Anderson said.
It is important to drink plenty of
water, not just fluid.

Booby's serves
fresh salads &.
sandwiches any way
you like it! Soup &.
Quiche served daily.
Booby's gives you the healthy advantage.

406 S. Illinois

Delivery • 549-3366

~Lose fat, not muscle
-Fast results
-No contracts
-Eat real food
-Lose weight fast

$3.95

1/3 off
Registration
1/3 off

Lunch Buffet
11:00·3:00

Tue& Thur • All day buffet
,
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Sta-B-Lite
Program
549-2341

11100 • 9:30

... different entrees plus fried rice
3 different kinds of appetizers
2 kinds of soup
Buffet available for carry out

*

Ea:E 529-2813 wm
1901 Murdale Shopping Center

Free delivery within 5 miles on orders more than $ 1()!I!!
plus free fruit. (delivery $ 1III! on order under $1(161)
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Stop In today and have
. our trained staff help
your hair meet that
challenge with
answers and product
suggestions, sure to
beneftt you all.
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Avoid summer damaged halr.
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1502 S. Park Ave. Herrin, IL
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802 S. Illinois 1S29-3388
Eggrolls-80Q everyday
Chc'ck oat oar ......t combo'.

Shrimp & Chinese Vegetables
~2.95
Sweet & Sour Pork
$2.75
Sweet & Sour Chicken
$2.85
Beef with BroccoU
$2.95
Shrimp.Lo Meln
$2.65
all dJshea come with steamed riee a eggroU

** 1 Free cup of a soft drink: with entree - June 27-July 4 .

'Healthy sumnter glow' could lead to skin problems
By Carrie Pomeroy
StaffWrlter

Whether on a beach or in a bacltyard,
sun worshipers everywhere expo:;.e
themselves to ultraviolet rays in
pursuit of a "healthy glow."
But in n>.ality, that glow isn't h~lthy
at all, d~rmatologists say
According to statistj~ frr:-.: the
American Cancer S'A::ety, there are
400,000 new cas~ of skin cancer each
·/ear. Cancers found on areas of the
bcd~ that aren't usually covered by
cloC.es, such as the face, hands, arms
and lower legs, comprise 90 percent of
cancers.
Repeate6 sunburns can lead to skin
canct:r and premature aging of the
skin, Tommie Perkins, director of
nur'sing at the Student Health
Pr~,am, said.
Sunburns also hav~ other, more
immediate health ha"Uirds. Tht:y can
cause skin mfectiollS, loss of body

fluids through bl1.iters and nausea.
Edema, a swelling of the skin caUSt'd
by sunburn, can OCC'..Ir and should be
treated by a professiu'18l.
Dr. Eu!;enia T. Pnulos, dermatologist at the Carbondale Clinic,
said people need to know what kind of

ultraviolet rays make up sunlight in
order to protect themselves.
Most rays are in the form of visible
light. Only about 10 percelt of light, the
UV-A and UV-B rays, cause burning of
the
skin.
On cloudy days, a lot of harmless
visible light is filtered out, as are many
of the UV-B rays. But Poulos said that
UV-A rays still can reach the skin and
cause damage.
"When JOU apply light energy onto
the skin, you are changing the electrons in the skin and the DNA is
damaged. Our skin constantly has to
repair this, and it can only do so
much," Poulos said.
There are mallY ways of protecting
skin from the sun's harmful rays.
Perkins recommends the use of' a
sunbiock or a sunscreen during the
hours of 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., when the sun
is strongest.
Sunscreens are marked wich SPF,

which indicates the amount of time
people can stay in the sun without
being burned. For example, if people
usually burn after 30 mmutes, but they
wear a sunscreen with SPF 15, they can
stay in the sun for seven and a half
hours.
"Don't bother with anything under
15," Poulos said.
Other protective measures inclu:le
wearing hats, eye sll8des and lightcolored clothing to reflect the sun's
rays.
If sunburn d~ occur, it should be
treated like any other burn, such as a
scald.
Perkins said that blisters should be
washed carefully with soap and should
be treatec:l with a burn ointment.
Other treatments are suggested in a
leaflet from the Student Health
Program.
Cool, w~t cloths should be applied to
burned areas to ease pain.

Shades of style can cost money'
By Chrlst!ne Broda
Staff Writer

RayBans, Wayfarers, Blues
Brothprs, Riss:y Businns, Cats,
AviatoiJ, Glacier Glasses or maybe
just a big, ugly pair from the
dimes tore.
There are as many differen~ styles of
sunglasses as there are pec.ple who
want them, and they rar'l!;'e in color,
shape and most noticeably, price.
Well, what is the difference between
a pair of $5 sunglasses and a pair of $45
dollar C'ye wear? Moving up in price
means the name changes to eyewear.
It':;- expressing ones self or poc.sibly
creating a look that is distinct is a big
difference, sales;>eo»l<, sa;d.
BryE,n Wood, optician at Pearle
Vision Center at University Mall, said,
"The effects of prolonged exposure to
the sun's rays can ('.1;USt: catarac~i:" and
gi'ire."
Dr. G.A. Spears, optomotrist from

·~~8D

I:

__

C'lrbondale, said the functions of
sunglasses include reducing glare,
cf"..ating a greater contrast of vision,
providing protedion from infrared
ray!' and light transmission.
The difference !>etween the more
E'xpellshe hnd the cheaper glasses is
that the w.ore expensive are optically
gr(.und, which means that they are
ne,n-prescription and are or zero power.
They also will not distort objects.
The cheaper quality glasses are
either poured into a mold or cut from a
Hat sheet of plastic.
Wood said the cheaper quality
glasses contain some perscription

~}!~eofth~r~;~ ~~~~~ed~~~~~

'Nith a dark lens, your pupil opens
up wider, allowing in more ultraviolet
rays, and if tile darker lens is not
jlroviding quality protection, then you
are doing more harm than not wearing
anything at all," Wood said.
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he heat's on, but slimming
down is cool and comfortable
with a summer membership
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.An 'everyday' health craze -walking
By Carrie Pomeroy
SlaffWriler

In the last decade, walking has
become one of the most popular forIlli'
of exercise, a University fitness
programmer said.
This isn't surprising, since walking is
inexpensive, convenient, and enjoyable. When done correctly, walking
has many of the same health benefits
as running and fewer health risks.
Walking for exercise requires some
technique, Peggi Tolliver, fitness
programmer at the Recreation Center,
said. When walking to increase the
heart rate, it is necessary to swing
arms high with each stride.
"Lazy arms don't reap fitness
benefits,"
Tolliver
said.
The walkers should keep their backs
straight, but not stiff, and should walk
heel-t<rtoe. Tolliver said a target
breathing rate should determine how
fast
the
walker
strides.
Stretching before and after walking

is important to prevent cramping and
muscle strain. Tolliver suggests the
hurdle stretch for calf muscles.
Other stretching exercises are listed
in a handout from the Wellness Center.
For the toe touch, bend forward from
the waist with knees slightly bent and
touch toes. Hold for 20 seconds, then
slowly lift body.
In another exercise, pushing the tree,
place palms at eye level against a wall
or tree. Point feet straight ahead with
one foot about 12 inches from the wall
the other 3 feet back, and push hip~
forward to stretch back leg.
For shoes, she said the walker should
make sure the shoes have a good fit,
snug, but nottight.

h!7!~t:o~~t[~~.t~reh!~t o~~~~?!d

of the foot should be able to bend in the
shoe. Also important is sufficient
cushioning to protect the foot.

Green leafs
Chin-LUi.\b Huang, of Carbondale
woclrs on a :ettuce plant oear Pleasant

Hill Road across the street from
Evergreen Terrace.

Cyclists face flat tires, dogs'
on highway to good health

Owner:

By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

Saddle sores, big dogs filld blown
tires haven't kept this intrepid bicyclist
off the road, at least not permanently.
As an avid cyclist, I am offering
some insight into this brutal world of
discomfort and danger and, hopefully,
I can either encourage or discourage
anybody who wants to take up the
s~rl

Of ail the pai!l an athlete must endure, saddle sores must be the worst. tire pump (another item that shouldn't
They occur in a strategically located . he left at home) works fine for some
part of the anatomy and get worse as timid, large dogs but not so well on the
you sit on your saddle. No amount of stubborn ones. Also, the logistics of
shifting around on the seat helps, pulling the pump off of the frame,
either. But like any pain, after awhile it watching the dog and trying to get
becomes numb and it is no longer awa'iT can cause an accident. It's still
painful, until the next time you get on better to yell at the dog and pedal fast.
your bike.
Another favorite remedy that's a
The best way to avoid this menace is favorite of long-distance tourists (and
to wear clean shorts every time you mail carriers) is a ~n of "Halt!," a
ride, but this is nearly impossible when kind t)( mace for dogs. The can is small
you are on a self-contained tour. The and includes a bracket for easy atnext best thing is to have some baby tachment to the handlebar ba~.
powder bandy, but it offers only a
"lblt!" ($5.95 at better hardware
temporary solace.
B;g dogs are a hazard that cyclists stor~) is a cruel but effective tool that
usuaUy
keeps the dog from chasing the
and mail carriers have had to deal with
since the dawn of time. Small dogs are next passing cyclist. Care must be used
the stuff on a moving bike.
when
using
no problem. Their short leg~ are no
match for a cyclist on a tall bike. Too many times, I've seen cyclists
squirt
themselves
when the spray
Usually, rural folk keep packs of small
dogs to make noise and alert them of ('ame back in their face, causing great
pain
and
usually
a
fall
from the bike,
any intruders. By the time you get
down the road, i:he farmer will scarcely right in front of the big dog. The end
result
isn't
too
pretty,
unless
you work
~bave his shotgun loaded..
ina butcher shop.
Mechanical problems include flat
Big dogs are a hazard that
tires, broken chains, broken brake or
gear cables, broken spokes and bent
cyclists and mail carriers
wbeels. There is nothing funny about
have had to deal with since
being miles from nowhere with a chain
that's in 100 pieces.
the dawn o/tirf'.e. Small dogs

are no problem. Their small
legs are no match for a
cyclist on a tall bike.
But there are few things scarier than
having a rottweiler try to eat your front
tire. However, there are a few
techniques to discourage the beast.
Shouting a loud "No!" usually
causes the dog to stop briefly and tilt its
head in amazement, giving you enough
time to gear up and get out. But
sometimes this doesn't work.
Squirting the cog with a water bottle
(don't leave home without it) works
wonders on the small, noisy variety,
but it just makes big dogs angrier.
Sniackinll
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You can make mechanical problems
easier to deal with by not leaving home
without a few tools. Tbese include a
crowbar, sledgehammer, hacksaw,
boltcutters and a propane torch. These
tools work great when yoo are
frustrated at your bike, however, if you
want to actually fix the bike, there are
a few other things to bring along also.
Fiat tires are easy enough, but you
have to have a set of tire levers, an
innertube patch kit and a pump. Carry
a spare tube and they repairs get
easier. Flat tires are difficult if the
actual tire has a hole in it. The best way
to avoid this is to go on the road only
witha fairly new tire.
Basically. you can avoid hauling a
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FREE
auto shade
with purchase
or two Big A

WALLACE Big A Auto Parts
1
I
~
•

Filters

317 E. Main - Carbondale
549-2422

BIG

THE FIRST L~TTER IN AUTO PARTS ~

"Keeping You Cool
Since 1964"

• Complete Auto
Repairing
Foreign & Domestic

• Quality Work
& Fair Pricing

• Radiator & Air Co;-tditioning
550 N. University, Carbondale

529-1711
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Great outdoors provides fun and entertaimnent for all
Outdoor recreational areas;
provide camping, boating
ByAllcIII Hili
SlaffWriter

It's summer, and Southern Dlinois
outdoor recreation areas are a great
place to spend it.
Giant City Park, Crab Orchard Lake
and Little Grassy ~e are just a few of
the areas that offer safe and enjoyable
recreation for just about everyone.
Giant City State Park proVIdes about
18 miles of marked trails for those
interested in serious hiking or leisurely
walking.
Bob Kristoff,. the park's superintendent, advises people to arm
themselves against ticks and poi.~
ivy.
"The ticks are especially bad this
year, we advise people to wear l~
clothes and spray themselves,'
Kristoff said.
The high cliffs in the area also involve a potential for danger.
"We have our share of accidents.

People should stay on the marked
trails," Kristoff said.
On or off the trails, three kinds of
C~OlIS snakes make the area their

ARC can help find adventUrous fim, supervisor says
By Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

Scntt Ballard, a graduate student in
lIIooiogy specializing in SD9.i!:t!!8, said

these snakes, the copperhead, the
timber rattlesnake and the water
moccasin are not aggressive.
"Just leave them alODe," Ballard
said.
The copperhead and the timber
rattlesnake can be found in rocky,
bl'uffy areas, and the water moccasm
in swampy areas.
An information center located in the
center of the park provides self-guiding
trail maps that mark trail highlights
~::~:e hikes more interesting,

Want to paddle, rock climb or
camp the weekend away in the great
outdoors?
The Outdoor Adventure Center in
the Recreation Center is the place to
start.
The ARC will help people interested in any outdoor aerobic
activity find and coordinate their
summer fun. Hiking, canoeing,
climbing, caving and biking are just
a few of the activities the center can
help coordinate.
People ~amiliar with the area

For groups interested in organized
activities, the Touch of Nature Environmenta! Center, a University
extentional education service near
Little Grassy Lake, is a good place to
start for guidance.
Organized sessions are offered for
various age groups throughout the

summer, but a~ements also can be
made for priva te group instruction.
The center ott~ instruction in
several outdoor activities including
rockclimbing, 1 epelling and canoeing.
Laura Wampfler, treasurer for the

can use the ARC's vast library of
outdoor information. It has travel
and campsite files on all state and
national parks.
For enthusiasts who are in
Southern Illinois wanting an activity
for the day or weekend, the ARC has
a wealth of information on the area.
Kathy Pattison, student supervisor of the ARC and an excercise
science major, said not enough
~le ~e advantage of the natural
bec'llty m the area.
"'l'bere's a lot to do and see in
Southern Illinois that a lot of people.
aren't aware of," Pattison said.'
club, said stut.ents will be taught how
to sail good enough to earn a skipper's
license, which will provide them with
access to the club's sailboats docked at
Playport Marina on Crab Orchard
Lake.

Deer ticks still hazard of outdoor activity, forester says
By Sean Hannigan
StaffWritei

Hiking or camping in the woods
always has inherent dangers, but
coming this summer to a local forest or
backyard is something different to be
~;~se~f ticks carrying Lyme
"Our first reported case in the area
was a Carbondalto woman who came
down with Lyme disease," Ralph
Wells, forestor at the Murphysboro
Ranger Station, said.
The disease is transmitted by the bite
of an infected deer tick.
"Authorities strongly suspect she got
it in her back yard," Wells said.
Though not fatal, Lyme disease can
cause heart problems all..d arthritis

One o/the comnwn early symptoms o/Lyme disease is a
"bulls-eye" rash around the bite mark.
during the later stages of infection. The
damage done by this stage is
irreversabJe.
Fortunately, when detected Lyme
disease is treatable. Antibiotics can be
used to comba t the disease.
One of the common early symptoms
is a "bulls-eye" rash around the bite
mark.
. 'If you get some sort of circular rash
surrounding a white mark, you've been
bitten by a deer tick," Wells said.
Deer ticks arrive in the area by
h~hhiki!!g on the backs of white-tailed

deer - their primary host.
"We've been quite concerned about
the tick. It's just now being recognized
for w:18t it is," David Gillespie, section
manager of the Division of Forest
Research in Springfield, said.
One problem with deer ticks is that
they are considerably smaller than the
common dog tick, he said.
"They are very, very small. About
the size of the head of a straight pin,"
Gillespie said.
The ticks size can make them difficult to detect. he said
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"We have to learn to deal with
recognizing them," Gillespie said.
Th~ key to combating Lyme disease
is prevention, Wells said.
When walking through the woods or
long grass, people should wear long
sleeve shirts and pants, he said. "Tuck
W::r~~;Your pants into your boots,"
Both Wells and Gillespie recommend
wearing repellant.
"The same stuff you would wear
normally like Deep Woods Off will
work," Gillespie said.
He said he hates wearing the stuff,
but often finds it necessary.
Much of the prevention IS the same as
that recommended for the prevention
of ~osquito bites and poison ivy.
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2 8DRMS. CLEAN. FURNISHED.
anchored and ,kir1ed. Close 10
ca~ •.

529·5505.

If"i.·Furnitu~;;

7·14·89
d070Ag173
1 OX55·12X55, PAY OFF Bonk·

~n:;;'v~~;£~8.~~

cand.
7·18-89
4118Ag174
IOX50 NEW WINDOW on~
underpinning, jow utilities._ Only

$2500.529-4995.
7·21-89
5920Agl77
I.oIX70 MOBILE HOME exeellenl

~=~ ~d5~9.J\':1'lace.

ytX~WlTH 10XlO~;'1~.

Malibu Tr. No. 100. Pel. ok. Mull
... inside. $2800. 453· 2236.

ti:~~

NlC12~;r !:;~

JENNY'S ANTtQUES AND u..d
furniture. Old RI. 13 W. Turn South
01 Midland Inn Tavern, go three
mil.... 549·4978.
8-2·89
4053Anl83
MISS KITTY'S GOOD. deon used
furnitu", at affordable price>. 104
Ea>I Jackson Sl., Carb>ridale
7·21~9
4179Anl77
PLATFORM WATERBED WITH
bookca ... heaci>oard. '"~ "'ngl.

:'36.~;. $250 obo. 4;i8~ ~~65

QUEEN SIZE MATTRESS end
h"pnng. CaIS29-A063.

2X60 IN
pooL Good condo Mu.1 .ell.

:2/19 $3ooo0b0. 5~;i~~i62

WANTED USED BASSES und
oeous.tic guitors.. Sklrq wide sde in
prog<:eSS Guitar ~and. $9.99. PA

rentaJ.. recordin~ s/udio,. Ie""",.
["IJ ;-.nfals, li9hlln~. Sound Core
Mu,;c 122 S. Ulino .., Carb>ndale

~C~«~!C= ~~:~ I

457-~1.

7-1.01-89
399111.0173
1983 FENDER STRATOCASTER. blk
.../~ ned, E.C. $350. Ask lor
Mike. call 457-8929.
6-28·89
41 52A<>163
GUITAR, BASS AND Theory
Ie"""". Rich 549-6140 or Golden
fret. 457-8321.
AI70A0IU
7-7 1'89

3962Ae169

GOV'T HOMES fROM $1 (U

c:1p!lrtmel. t S. cb~

I
I

~JpB~'DAlF lOCAT';:ftB~r:t~
bdrm furn. opls , no pel!.. Call
684·4145.

~',;.~9" be neot .57 J:8~~173
2·3 BDRMS. lG BDRMS, 6O""""nt
lor slorage, c.... lrally kxated. fum,
ind. ulil., $300 mo. 684·5603
6·28·89
41JJBel63
ONE BDRM FURNISHED opt.

fum, ac, wotoh/dryet", color tv,

gli~6uNT HOUSINb9¥~~n

I

I

bdrm furn. opb., no pel!., two mile!.
w•• t of Cdale Day. Inn Call
684'4145.
8·2·89
J967Boi 83
C'DALE FU~N. APTS: on. blod
lrom compu •. AJ 41 0 W. Freeman.
3 bdrm $475 per ,..,,~. 2 bdrm
5360 per mo., nice 2 bdrm in
M'boro $200 per mo. Call 687
4577
8·2-89
40SOBal83
APARTMENT FOR RENT at lewi.
Pori.. 2 large bdrm. 2 bathroom.,
""" carpeting, big enough lor 2. 3.

METAL fOR SKJIlTNG. "di~ and

etc. Voriou .. colors and size •.
RamonabIy priced. 529-5505.
7-14-89
4071ArI73
RAILROAD TIES, LANDSCAPE,
gorden or _ _ 457-6193. You
load and haul.
8'2~
41
83

#Arl

~~S.~ATbar~t:~..::
~5'1s.aourl J-.e in ~ltt.l78
~ ~9~I)'p8Writ...,

4289Ai171

$125.

7-7-89
A26OA>169
GARAGE FOR RENT with auto'
door. Id.aI I", boar or lIorage.
549-2092 ahw6 "",.

7.12-89

.4?fl.4Ar171

7-6'89

E

529-1539. LV '""'9
8·2-89
AI64BbI83
2 BDRM HOUSE. Carterville

~b =nI~~·~.3~

or 529-1539.
7·14-89
41 60IIb I 73
3 6EDROOM HOUSE lor ICD. CJOOn

37Q6BbI68

rt:

::i~:, SJ:ocCl~~ ~.~586

~NapeG.~·~58b169
RJRNISHED HOUSES fOR ronl, "

0.529-1539. LV me'9.
8-2-89
A!638b183
2 8DRM CARPETED. C~rI. quiet

r~SHED HOUSE t2;!'~i

CLEAN

~V.rcJ::y.C:a~:~. 16,

nice crafhmanship. s.udlous

Au~"i"";':: f~.~~:..~~:

59068a177
WHY ROOM WITH 4 or 5
roonvnal .. when you can rent the
whole trailar for $' 25-$200 ~
""'., Pet. o.k. call 529-"",, lor

$~~;"'at...~ R~1e

7-IZ·§9

duplex. Loaded. $500 per mo.

~ 549-6598 ......

7-27 -89
5936Bb1BO
DISCOUNT HOUSING, 2. 3. and "

QUIET 2 BDRM, .hody. wale< &
Ira.h incl .• wid, $300 mo and
depo.il.549-0367
4'272!\b168
7-6·89

7-12-89

;:.'t.JI ~":i~: 01 c'daIe Day>

~: ~mm~ ':r!iL '2 fl:i;

Imperial Mecca"""

ho..... aI 317 S. Outland, window

Now Leasing

air, free mowing, no pel~. Call

el,,,. 10 s/U,

furn,
by 508 W.

684-4145.
82-89

for

~188b1~

~\!fr;I~~..,..no,
in:.:
$375

carpot1, deOo, _
per mo, Couple or
529-519~

niwa.

l:!..!..:!!L-

r.

grad

Summer &. FaIl

wudent.

"HousIng for the
Serious Student"

4323BbI!~

)J..~;...

""'

,. c

Furnished,
onebedroorn
CUld eRidendes

"~R3L

BENING REAL ESTATE, 2 bdrm,
townhau ..., unfurn. RenI $05$500. Call 457-2134.
7-2§-§9
41~18J

Indudes:

RENTALS

INSURANCE
ShortTenn
& Lang
__

Auto- _-,-~...

i

MotorCvcles & Boals
Home & Mobile H2fDes

I

I

Carpet &. Alr

501 E, College

Laundry fad/lties
Water, Trash &. Sewer
Oem &. QuIet
No pets

Clean,
well maintlined,
furnished

I

I

Office At:
Laree 1. bedrooa1l
Efficiency Apartment.
6< Mobile Homes

I

427!lBbl

t'

~1~ C/WI','< ~~k~

529·1820.

4281Bbl71

~~fo~'Hi 2/:';'U= ~J

CENTER. ~~~

~h:.i.~rc:';"'::

~~89NEW RJRN 2 J;!;r!..~

51

~171
.hCIdY

r:::: ~s.wf2!.TII~:u~~.~O.t

~~~~ year IeO.e. 549-

detail..

J BDRM hOu....

W. Cherry. " bdrm. mu.t ,ign
loa .., .. cunty dej>o,;1 requirecl.
Av,"~Aug. 16. tal 457-7.0127.

~~:~EC

Ref""""",.

7-21~9

r.rOul~~ 529-3581 or 6::i~:"~6s

INSURANCE
,--_4_5_7-_4_12_3_-, \..

apartments

457 ..44;2..1

Shown by
1

Appointment

II

549-6610

only

I \.

~

******~************

I

/.ETUS HELP YOU STRETCH YOUR
A~VEIlTISIN(J DOllA!! t~
£i~~~~~."~~~~" \; Ii~,a
1··~~~§7~~.,.~t;.1·~1
~~~~- . .' . . \~ .~:7I

""'~ ~·O~_

m.

${~oWt:iigG~!~157103~a;r:;

457-5276. 3502Bbl62

~~i'u:'A~!, ~m~~

r.:r~~~6l~
609 W. College. No pel>, U

.4042Ae!73

1

immed.at y.
8-2·89
590aBblBJ
STUDIO FOR RENT. deo:', coopel,

All electric, air <o",lilioner,

~~~~;;ten~~~'~

and

7-14~

&:~j S;;>;.;~.:::O>

lumace and heal pump. $5fo.
~212013.upancy. 457·8194 or

Oak lor a li.1 01 location. and
prices. 529·358lor 529-1820.
6-3~
5938Bal65
SUMMER SPEci'L NEW 2 bdrm
fum. op, S300 per month. 2 or 3

I

549·2258.
7·1,,·89
41 23Bbl 73
RAkE OPPORTUNITY, 2 bedroom.
12 both. p",f.. ~onal only, AC, fire

CONTEMPORARY
PRd.'EsSlONAi
URBANE 2 bdrm lo... nhome,

~~b, AND tr~~~~

12X65 2 BDRM, ca-pa.I, awL air,
do •• to compUI, must saa to
~C;ecial". $A300 080. 549-

$150 Siummer,

4326BoI83

r.;.rr

n~. NICE quiet ~6~~,

AVA LA

NEAR
CAMPUS.
LUXURY
Efficiencie. lor 9'aduale and law

or 4 bdrm., I mi. 10 SIU. Keilh

b.h..

::t~1 ~Q:.~W.t/ac:lie5. fr~
lincolO Vit; Apt.,'l51~

Health-

:9~e;~~~~.W~:~:'irw

oir, free mowing. no pels. Coli
684·4145.
3·2·89
4317Bbl83

;~:;:f: :~, i;~:;.OOf,; l*r:E,:

S. of PIacua.ii Hil Rd. 549-6990.

and 3 bdrm,

~~~%~~9;e::O~~~~ ~~rc~l
6&1'4145
8-2·89
4319Bb I BJ
CDAlE, 3 80RM lum hOu", at 822

NICE ONE BDRM opt. 304 W

~ir4.

5902110176

.."""'" or loll. Come

me ~"9·1940 aher 6 pm

~u~!lr c:(~:. ~~T ~~:r1s.r#
~J~ES fOR SUMME~9:1'o111~~

$250 fall and oping. 529-3581.
7-6·89
433080168
NICE 2 BEDROOM apartment

8·~-89
3959Ba 183
BONNIE OWEN PROPERTY
Managemenl, 816 E. Moin, 529L{)54. call u. lor your rental and
rr,anagemenl
We are

0(

£:

~r:!:Cle;,a~hi"o~~~~~'5~

7-7·89
,,254Bhlt9
EXTRA NICE 4 bdrm, fum hO."" 01
422 W. Sycamore, cenl OIr,

S~~bu~:rn~~:.h~'~~~423g1r:;
~~r;i!2.
4009Be169
Sycamore, furn,

rf bd:d~~"!s57~~H I,

lrom S/U. 529-358'

:~~,4 ~~ms~TI::~~~

5438.
7-2589
4189BhI78
J BDRM. Rl. GARAGE, ded,

~~2r.a9 (all684'23133~5~~3

""P.".~ralelOtchen,livingarea
& fulllxithroom, .... oondition, near

:~21'/2'! ~.'i:~'7~

7~25 89
4249Bbl78
('DALE, $600 A mo. For ~

AUG. WALK TO campo •• extra
nice, 'urn. houses and ~s_ 1, 3, 4
bdnm. No pel•. 549·480B
nS·89
4091 Be17"
APARTMENT FOR RENT dose 10

CARBONDAlE SPACiOUs STUDIO

ranch in Parri.h Acros. Formal

t~~~.l~:oh':~'l ~~-2;2; F

f"IO

heal/air
8·2·89
3961Bal83
MARRIED, GRAD .• PROFl.. I ~2
bdrm quieJ, nice, uniurn., a/c, low
vlililies.1 mile Rt. 13, 12 mo lea...
549-6598 eve•.
7·18·89
4117Bgl74
LARGE 1 BDRM unlurniShed no'" 10

SPACIOUS FURNISHEil OR
Unlurniohed. ! bdrm, all electric.
air cond., quiet aroo. 457~5276
6·27~9
350180162
EFFICIENCIES CLEAN. WELL·
moinloined,. ~d Ale with mor.y
~ocatio", WIthin wolbng dillonce
from campu •. Call 457'4422,
8·1-89
3965Bal82
SUMMER AND FALL 910 w.
Sycamore Ind. utilities and
prem:um coble TV. 8ar~oin ro'81

529-2187.
7-20-89

~25~~ND~lOVE~~~

-4 BDRM, 2 BATH, bg room!., Ironl

~'~~~9. 457~~~~2.

=IV';y ~::q;.:rl~~51o"

npa ~w.

campus

to

7-.089
J672Be168
ClOSE TO SIU, 2 bd<m. carpel.;d.

fall.
7-14~
397280173
GEORGETOWN APTS lOVELY.

=.t..'Z'~ca'illrlltJ'trJJ:
6000 Ext. GH-9501 or current

7-12~

bdrm
Avoll foiL 684·6060

R=,!;~~~~~~!s.~~~J.'t;

GOV'T HOMES fROM $1. (U

~·s:9'.7':owriir.IDSIU.

QUAUTY, ClfAN. QUIET, I and 2

for"". tumi.hed.
pall. Foil leo!te-

needs..

~!~::::1~i~5.J7~

~~.9501IoicurTOnl"fo'?~~4

~.i:.:~: $~rsoO~tcolr~~

"flo

549·4265. 457 7782

529-1160. For loll '89
7,4·89
5944B9166

Ir:'·'i·':;~i€i~'~!'·::'··ll

Kroening at Chwry Realty. 4578177.
6·28-89
5933A1163
COALE, BEAUTIFUL 5 Acre> 01
wooded land, 800 sq. loot 1 1/2
yr old hou>e, carpa<!, deck, >loam
>cuno. 529-5194 nighI..
7-11-89
432AA1170
2-3 BDRM. QUIET proleuionol

air, eotor TV,

Ca~ ~e S:~ '52i8~4~5r':r

12X5S. 2 IIR ExeeAenl cood. N""
a/c. ap... & cobinet. woalherized.
55700 obo. 549-15.017.
4261Agl69
7-7-89

457'4238.
7·7-89

5 BORM. 606S.

·1 :

y

....

&AU THE f),,£ TODAY
at 536·3311
or stop by Communications Building, Room 1259
(northwest corner off Chautauqua)
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402 1{2 E. ~

~

1619 W. Sycamore

~

503 S. Hay>

~~~;:':""(I*)

~~:~~

~:!~~

4OOWOakU
301 N.Sprtng...

409W.CbenyCt.
S2DS.Gmi>am

~

:~:.!.~..

~

.

~~'~'1.n
;~~~1.2

~ Dr.

21 ~

Hospt~

~;.=::z
~&~

S09 I {2 S. Hays

4OOW.0aI<.1.'2

300

E. CoIIese
9J7 W. MaIn

~~=
~
9J7 W MaIn

AvailaL .(~

Fall
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2 BLOCKS fROM bwen on Park. 2

BRAND NEW SPACIOUS 2 bdrm
townhouse on Park Srreel.
Cathedra! ceiling wilh cei~ng lon,

prlva'·effi~::· a:~=!~~

::?lI:
Augu>!. Chris 457-8194
0<529-2013.
~t:: THE

I

~ii~~:~J:~a:~r'1~uT:
J:"~'i~"al°$1io~·.;,.,~

FOR RENT, FURNISHED Iroilor,
.hoded 101 wished. Tako currenl
leo... IDeated aboul 3 miles from
campu. on old RI. 13, by Kroger.
457·S02O.
7-1189
42698<170
Si5 PER MONTH will renl Ihis i
bedroom trailer norlh of Iown.
549·2092 ahar 6 pm.
7-12-89
428SBcl71
IDEAl. FOR SINGLESI Avail now I
summer! 101, I bdrm "'m., ~,
no pels. 9 mo. conln>d $135 n",.
.ummer, $1.015 mo. lofl. llelween
SIU and "'l1on. 549-6612 cloy"
549-3002 nighl._
7·28-89
4332tk181
fOR RENT - fURNISHED mobil.
home, for 5urnmer or fall in

to WQ~h House loundtomal.
Park-i.w Mob;I. Hom ... , 905 E

Part ~~;;~~'F 1,3O.Spm 0< by

Cenl:,~O]tr~

~'B9

REC
beamed ceilir'lg in living room.
Relini.hed har~ 1Iooti, $465_
AV<Ji1able Augu ... Chri,. 457-8194
or 529·2013. Norm, 5<19-3973.
7 -6-89
370m 168

A007Bc175
NICE 2 BDRM, tum, c~ed, Q/c,

kluoj::'~ ~,,,:::'j
$140 per bdrm. 2

bl. from

lowers

o:,.:~~~=~~Y~n

I

...,...".....-=,--,--.."."..".".",.."..."..".,1

eo5 E. Pert. Shawing M-F 1:30-5

Mobile Homes
r;·9~;:-1324.
-IQ08Br17
w.;.;...;.;;..:.:....:.:..~ •..;..;...;;;;.;.;;;;..;.....J.1 12X50 1 BDRM. FREE water, Iro:i,
GRAD STUDENT HOUSING 2

~~,.!uirk=-l'!2~t~~t,

~~89NICE

1 ....~D

24'(J,!~ ?2

and 14 wide., CClrpaad,

:'"~1:9:o;9tL

a"..1' :':'~rtlalt:!...=:!::

"'m. 529-1329.

f;JJ~ 3 SCDf<OOM 24l2it!<~
~29-44«.

~-~-g9 BDRM. cleat~'Pr1~!;.

anchorl. furni,hed. and more.

~;~~~S.""""

E Park. No PO"-

7·14-89
A068BcI73
DOUBlE WIDE ON a privole lot.
Dl,hwQ~her, waliher~ microwoYe,
waterbed, !ully !urnj.hed, 2
bedroom., $175 mo. 529-2191.
6·28·89
42678<163
14X65 TWO 8DRN'.. Alc, wfd,
"'m. cIa.e to airport. 12mo.lease.
Call 457-5664.
6·28-89
41918c163
2 8DRM FURNISHED, Q/c, CIO.. 10
campti', 9 mo. lea ... ""aiL paul
Bryon! Renlol.. 4.'57-5664.
6-28-89
419OBc163

PREGNANT?
Call BIRTHRIGHT

OF'"

I

0,0.

Preg,!"nGY Testing
CanJidennalAsStSIanOe

549-2794

215W. Main

.&387.
8-2'89

coJi::.

ri1~9d- No peI.- 5<l9~092rk 174

Clean, 2 bdrm api, Ig )'Ord,
t>aid,$4oo. 529-1218, 5<19-3930_
~-12-89
428Ok171

~ choice. 10-12·1<1 h. wide, 2
and 3 bdrm. Price, .. art at $125.
CaD 4129-4444.
7-5-89
59118<167
WHY ROOM WITH A or 5

~:;:i!~~:~~Ui~k,~:tr:i~~l

=~$~~~e:.~

mo.~ Pe's o.k. Call 529-<1444 lor

~

Par~S

59138<1"67
&DRM TRAllfR near MOIl,
$140 mo., $100 depo.il. Call 5<190153 or 457 ·6924.
7-5-89
41678<167
" MI. W. 1-3 8R w.1I maintained,
qui., park, ale, furni.hed, $145$200 mon,h. 687-4983,6871873.
59158c177
7-21-89
DEEP DISCOUNT FOR lUmm..-, 2
bdrm, cleon. quieti a/ c, carper,
$100, SouthwcOds Park. 457-3586
or 529-1539.
7-14-89
41598<173
CARBONDALE, ClEAN 2 bdrm,
lurnished, a/ c, no pel._ Call
529-1422 or 529-4431.
7-5=89
43 1611s 167

social ,.r"'IC.~ to addr.:u .he
mental, emotional, and locial
wrvice needl of heahh (enter
patient,l. Maller', clegr•• or
equiya,ent in human or aocial
. . .ices lield and mini ....... of two
yr.. direcl lenic. eXp'erience

4oo2!ll165

r.:.'!1:1~,,:!,:;:~n~:!i:~
pralerred. ~~~
Two
~I~~~,rr:!,:",~~ ~=.

lull limo_ [2) Carlerville family
Pradico Cenler, part lime. Salary

:d:d::'i~f~;:~n~n:.iS:=neJ

""""'" '" ~ Health Somce,

~r:? 5<l9-<lO21 or ~~r?67

~~J", ~~:Jat'~y.baro,

1:!i

4 BDRM, ) GIRl, 2 GUYS
I
more penon, aB uti~~... incl., $135
pet" mo.

7-5-89

Avail. immediale/y. 529-

3513.

OeIoil. (1) 805-687-6000 &t_ y9501.

I
;

I

7-28-89
AJRUNES

3963C181
NOW HIRING_ Flighl
allandontl..
Iroll.l Ggen'a.,

~~ :::'\";'J11;J~~6~

level pooilion •. Call II)

opt Centrol air, <able TV, nice
selling, $165 pet" month induclos

~·:tJns NEEDED FOR4!!'~~1

~g~'~~~00~E:~R-!9~lf C!

bdrm hou,e. New carpetingl

cumenl

central oir, $155. Also mole or
female for olher 3 bdrm hou....
529-1218, 549-3930_

2&3 Bedrooms
at 910 E. Park

~i¥c;~MATE

W:~VJ:

maintenance
irulrumenlalion,

niodem <>naIytical

=i~ ~~~:~~::t
operalion,
dalo conedion~ and

:':I;:i~':.'!.=i=ak:d~:

ROXANNE MOBILE HOME Park_
Qui. P'!rk. Owner ~_ in park,
reasonable rate•. Laundromat in

o
Kralo>
MS-80
Ga.
C hro mala graph/ Ma . .
~Irometer, prepare ~ation
and maintenance sch,6Ciules ..

~, r6~·I~5..c~~.J<i3~'

Iorgo

rr-~

Central Air
Cable TV
WasherlDryer
Close to Campus
Natural Gas Efficiency

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

CABLEVISION
LAUNDROMAT
FREE LAWN SERVICE
LOCKED POST
OFFICE BOXES
FREE CITY, WATER & SEWAGE
FREE TRASH PICK-UP
INDOOR POOL

North Highway 51

549-3000

:t! lot, located

!raining u..... and.,.,.,duct-m
wilh in,trumenlalion. MUIt be

29·5331, 5~~f69

::.enc~

::.llm..:::r=r

:rt=:'~~~
Ihree rolerence. 10: Or. J. Craig
Co"oll, Coof RlUearch C.nlor,
2 8DRM t-OUSE

~~~::'e:dal~~'iil~29~li:j6';lj

lor wbIeme ""'"

:.t:r,;..: ~~9,;orly

536-5521 by July 15,1989.
6-28·89
594OC162
MONEY FOR COUfGE. We con
~' We guaranlee it! Financial

$350,
41998k168

7-6-89

1,.9I."; ~ ":WI:'" 31ii.]

:d~=E;'ilt'hu,..

1-

~t:iARY FOR AIJG ~~~,

~.;~UNES NOW HIRING_ Flighl
Allendontl, Travel Agent$#

Mechanics, Cullom., Service.

::!J~s7:o~~c!ll fl\og~:;1-

~tfJ08S $16,040~~,~~0

457 -.921.

~.29-89

2013C182

~

products
at homo. CaU
~~f!7~E':"~,?~$2~~~ lor inlo. 504-64
1-8003 Eld 9330.
687·6000 &t. R-9S01 for current

U8~fS NOW HIR!N~1n!~1
Ifayel

098nb-,

mechonic",1'a ctatomer service.

t:~;',:;..:",~ic.,~ ~O~_~

&t.A9SG1.
9·5·89
348OC12
EARN MONEY READING bOObl

~~~I~J{5.z°_600r'·nlial
9"5·89

3791C12

6·27-89
A
.. SY. W,O.R."..t... E
. X. C....E........
U40JOClli
E
.. N
....T.•. ..p a. y!

IIllT=ij£1I9+J·:?§ailjj
I

~y lADIES WHO would ~ke '"
aIIond or earn """"'Y ~ hosting a

~r~relai7.529~:up'"
h;!6i~twing

~~ 79
Excellenc~

i, an ad
Ih. 'Chailenge 10

::±:=::~n~~ra
~ goodness ii's oven Sao yo

Y""r. from Zihna and K"".
HellO 10 Clay An~elly and

no>d

&.~r:.:t.ln(~'i. lenge

to

Hello '" Mcl.ea",f,oro, from Mike
I've had fun, bul , Mommy, I'm

reo:lr '" m1um '" the 'Real World,'

""""

A»emble

otlendanl3t.

L__________ !

7-4·89

t;
~,j~ tr:nf:no~ to:
available: cal

loderal ~...

loderal ....

'YARD SALE_ LEAVING'
I C'dale_ Ladies clothes,'
'winter
jackets-petite. 'I
Ihousehold appliances"
I school $tationary. & many I
I new ilams. Thu~ 6-29-89,
11112 Walkup_ 9am-2pm_ I
16·29·89
.4203KKI64 I

Radiel.

LODGf

~06tE;.ri~9~~ (Il~;r~~;

fr •• Bus to SIU

~----------i

'" handle ligh! paperwork, phone
orden, liIing, lOme book.. Send
Ieli. 10 J Squared Inc., 5659 E.
~C~t;.IN 46220_
4273CI66
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED.
Aa:epting appjicalions lor maid, 10

6000 &t. A-9SOL

8·1-89

IJ

~Clip&Savel

I

lMlli.;slo~~~ _(::~

on Giani

hours ... nequined. Submit a lena- 01

'I

I-w.--~.-----:--l
It!l~,~ I
',•
'S: •

inslro'menl log book including
main1enance and a3eralion

~.:vOOD t.oOIIlii! ~8h~

Featuring:

457-3321

;::~~~::-=;.:.
=~
daily supplies, maintain an

8-23-89
40! 2P 3
SOUTHERN M08llE HOME Porf,
cIa.e '" SlU, located all E. Pork SI.
on Warren Rd, 529-5332 or
529-5878_

2&3 Bedrooms
at 714 E. College

Sorry No Pets

federal 1i.I.

9-25-89
417205
RESEARCHER 11 - iNSTRUMENT
Operotorl maintenance. Full limo
penilion. Minimum qualification,
are a BAlas in engin •• ring or
lCience 0< '!'Iuivalenl. Experienco
required: familiarity wilh Ih.
operalion and
of

NONSMOKER lor 3 bdrm apt_ conI
air, cable lV, $165 mo. 529'4063.
6-29-89
4mBa 164

-Great New Locations
-Storage Building
-Lighted Parking
-Sunde.:\<

80~

6000, &t A-9S01_
6-25-89
5922C25
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-

uliliti... 529-4063.

GIANT STEP UP
IN MOBILE
HOME LIVING

FOUND: CALcv.ATOR ON Giani
City Rd. ..::aI ~9-52J0 10 identify
il.
6-27-89
4257H162

~:~~~:':$105K.rYic.-

~bTOsrJ::~

You'll love:

457-~,Z66

[Af,rMONEY READlme~
ffl~-'6oo:iert"950Dfail.,

MtTI ROOMMATE4~s.en~~,

ti.,

Il

4J?8C16Z

EARN MONEY READING 8ooh!
$30,000 yr. income pOlonlio!.

~TE WANTEg9fo~
!1~=h!~ba~5

43JI8d165

More For Your Rent Dollar

Pages, Daily Egyptian, June'::?, 19!1'J

uli~"'"

MALE ROOMMATE IMMED. 2
bdrm hou.e. Days 549-5260,

&.~89nopels,alter 'mi~~2

529-4301

INDOOR
POOL

heahh conler .."ing_ Provide"
wide voriety of counseling and

social ___ sr,>Iem

COUNTRY SETTING 2 bdrm, pm.
palio, carport, GC,
leutidry,

Call:

~

health c.are team in a community

mo +1/2 util 'reler ~ .•tudont
or olh... proff_ Call Tom 01
5<19-1705.

Dczbbic2

"'\

ROOMS CiIJ

6-29-89

~lir'1.;/~~~~o$~~: ~~~~

mi. 5_ 457-7685.
6·30-89

Large Townhouse Aprs.,
now offeril1g summer discounts.
Hwy 51 South Mobile homes
12 & 14 wide, with 2 & 3 bedrooms,
locked mailboxes. next to laundromot.
9 or 12 month lease_ Cable Available_

--------"

CouNSElomffc!t;l

E.
360681163

t;!~d:'~~k.U'~~_~r.

~ta,?orS49-5260'''16SBdI67

Now Renting
for Summer &.. fall

~R~t.:_/

:JeA'
f
work.r. Work a. a member of a

~

6·27·89
3966B1162
ONE &DRM IN live bdrm hOuse.
$75
per mo_
457-6193
__ SIU. 1 block_

Malibu Villagcz

SALES

1Ai~1ies

c:J r:':;_~9~~ll

6·:l8-89
fURN. PIIfVATE

~~3rive TOWNHO~~~::
~al,{~, 's!'9~:' ~$'02i

deloil •.
7-589

NIT I

..:1_
.
..

AIR CONOITlONED ROOMS. Necx
c""""
•. ind_ """,1 lor
15·Aug. 15. Sum ..... r term,

2 BfDRCOM, AlC, untum., quie/,
nico,1 mi. E. RI. 13,12 mo.lOo.e,
5<19-6598 ....... No pels.

:'%'i:":::c..w~n$r2s ~""$~::

I,'"

~

plu. fringe. Apply by Jun.. 28 '"
:Jacb,n Community WorIuhap, 20
N. 13'" 51_. Murphysbato. EOE.

370SBd;~

7'0-89

4313C164

WA PROCESSING SUPERVISOR,
high ochool plu. 4 yoan

4282tk181

'urnace, and heal pump, $5~0,
~~-;I3.uth:;'cy, 457-819. or

1,2 & 3 Bedrooms Near Campus

•
•
•

6-29-89

lacaled 1/2 way between

~~~!~~~~

NdIJ WHILE 'fO" .nil hCJ>'e a

Nice Rentals Slarting at '150-'x, pima •.
incl.udes:

*HOMES

IT"'"

Is

StuDENTS

~.

I'

-Q;llE'*1

4:..t88e183

OUlfT AREA BUt ClO.. '" """,,uJ.

avail!1,i;
Chri" 457-8194
<><529-2013.
37028d168
7-6-89
CONrEMPORARY PROFESSIONAl
URBANE 2 bdrm townhome,

How Rcmting For SUmmer Ii Fall

•
•
•
•

10

dow.

~lfr::;'y,aF}'1i:~es: 51~:;o/.

"~at.~'c!'~a~:

$190 per
G·2B·89
40768<163
PRIVATE COUNTRY SETIlNG, 2
bdrm, lum, icieal lor
and

Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lots Available

~OYid. direct ,erv. 10
onlolly di..",.ad in Day
Prog. uillimo, $4.25 10 .Iarl,
$4l7S cit. 90 day.. Must hove high
achooI diplamo or "'I'!iv. and ""f!.
Send re$ume wilh 3 work
rofer.nc.. 10: Progr... ParI, PO
8o>c 308, Energy, Il62933. EOE.

~r,WO IIDRM. U5n1u~t!2,

_ '~ cei~ng with 4Oi~ng fan,

~: :S7~35t shed.

Off East Park SI. on Warren Rd_

romodel Ir<,il... court_ Call 9974328. M lor

dryer, heal,
waler
A>ooil
Aug. 1, $495 per mo. 529-3513.

8RANO NEW SPACIOUS 2 bdrm
lownhome Oq Parlt St,. .1.

• AIT CnndjliDiiUlg
eFumi!lohrdlUnfumishtd
• Pned Streets
• Uupdrom.ilt St'rvin'!To
• UHlce " full m.ii1ntenance DR prrmisf'
• Quiet &: ClroiUl Environment • So.rry ~o Pds

,

~~reNlER, HAND~~I~l~b
To.,...,..
~~SKJgnJ£l~

tHif'Brnw,andAREPLA~~~LsaM!
incl.

Glinof1 Courtl-.

7·28·89

H~jght;~ ]llIjm'·' ;

• C;Jt'lle,,·ision

aecn

yarJ,

Home Pol",

457-6405. CIa_ .,.,n. '" campus
in town. 616 E. Po .. 51. Roxanne
Mobile Home Pork- clo.e 10
campul. RI. 51 South.
8-2-89
A0758c183
IN QUIET PARK, 2 mi. E. 01
Carbondale. 12.65, 2'bdrm, _

[ universi-ty
..
:L -_
mobile
home estates ~.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- " -

~1~~I~,:~~!r~~-'11~89:

10 JCCMHC, A-12, 6004 Eall
Collogo, Carbondal., tllinai',
62901 fOE. 549-2622

414680 165

lARGE

~~~~i~ooC;!'~'

appoinlmenl ""cenary_ Reduced

RENT

high school degre. and with

mile. south of co ....u._ Unity Point
School Di,lricl. $350 monlh.
457-6610.

A~~~~h
=~r~..;~~ :!,:f~( ~:5';;

:'::;'h:.:' ~dj \:~r::
homes. Gliuan Mobile

6-30-89

TWO RDRM.

Chari .. Walloc:e, Tr.•3 Ro~anne

!n;;

o.emi~1 shih ~. Seeking
matu,.. mdivtduab With a minimum

4089BeI64

~W~,~=~~~'$~
per month.'f;.; pob. 5<19-7400.

O. S Hwy 51.457-7995.

5928BcI63
29 YEARS IN Mab;ie Home and

>umm..-

40728c5
SUMMER OF FAll 230 He"""""",.
SlU I mile. 2 bdrm, quiel part s..t
ralel. 5<19-8238.
82-89
39S8BcI83
CAR80NDALE NICE CLEAN 2
bdrm "'mished, air. call 529-2432
Of 684-2663
7·14·89
40558c173
~ 8DRM FURN., ac, w.1I kept,

the Rae CenIer. call

$125 mo. 2 bloch N. u... Honda.
Crab Orch. E... $100 Dop. + Ii",

and Ie... 549-3B04.
6-2B·89

"'m, air, ~~ ~·i;.r;;,~~:
or fell,
first,
Ihen
compore.
No

B 25- 89

wa/er

Ro~tlnn. ond

PART-TIME HOURLY worIt ""ailablo
in .mall adult group home.

~~~~:;:;~t=;,!,O~~

14970lter 1 po".
6-29-89

Hi Mom and Dad from camp

Jonathan
Hello Charlene and Clari",,- Bert
Hi mom and dad from 8illy 01

Cathy H CCHS NIe.I1Il1

Mpnia> Jonea

IMSAruIe.

help I'm Iropped in the Daily

~~RI IS THE BEST SPORT EVER,

:li~rink alIcwed.

cIas. of 93 ruIo.. andy

Erica 'RiklU' e""", cIen. of '93.
Deni.. 'Nie<'~' Elliof
MacIo.Garrelt
hi! from /uny Kuchori~ 93 rulz
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Puzzle answers are on page 10

Beatnigs debut with intense
music, ever-changing lyrics
Groups use lyrics
with serious beat
to get point across
By Aaron Hauth

Cerrl.Pom~

and Theresa L1ylngston
StalfWriters

Beatnigs, "Beatnigs,"
Ali.emative Tentacles Records
The Beatnigs' first album is

a powerful presentation of
versatile music and intense
ideas from the first to last
song, They combine creative
JP.yers of industrial perCUSSion,
funky bass lines, synthesizers I,
poetic vocals and vocal
o"erdubs along with severe,
relevant political and social
issues.
-----------

A Review

.....- - - - " " . , . . - - - - Each song stresses certain
issues without preaching from
a dogmatic View. The song
'T.V.,' criticizes the government for using television as a
tool to brainwash the masses
into ignorance and apathy.
Another song called
'Burritos' points out that the
plight of the poor is largely due
to the excessive waste of the
wealthy and the government.
"Two hundred fifty thousand
dollars for each missile we
fired in Libya ... We may as
well had a White House dinner
... or bought 700,896,001.4
burritos ... (background track
cuts in) ... Can you spare a
dime, brother?"
Rather than prentending to
be "politicall, correct"(even
th •.>Ugh they may be), the
Beatnigs point out complex
problems of society and let the
listener decide for themselves.
This album comes with a
lyric booklet for the concerned
listener. The full effect of the
Beatnigs' sound comes across
best when using headpb •.mes
because they manage to
compile a lot of tracks that
onlv can be heard when
listeniM closely, An album to

break the barriers that J!:eep
people from opening their
minds to fresh music and
ideas.
Darling Buds, "Pop Said,"
CBS Records
The Darling Buds' debut jinx," that is, after
album reveals the band's releasing a stunning debut
passion for killer guitar hooks album, there is an immediate,
and catchy vocal melodies. although mediocre, follow-up
This is ear candy, sweet but effort
Not so with the Cannibals.
not sticky, .nade by musicians
who seem to take pop too
Infusing funk and dance with
seriously.
the traditional soul sounds that
The theme of these sunny, marked the group's 1985 selfmemorable tunes is love and titled debut album, The
it-> joys and sorrows. Lyrically, Cannibals have a ",inner here,
the Darling Buds don't have both artistically as well as
anything very original to say commercially.
about the matter. On various
This English trio, which
songs, the album depicts all formed in the wake of the
the phases of a romantic demise of one of the great
relationship, from the giddy bands of the early eighties, the
nervousness of falling in love English Beat, has taken its
on "Spin" to "You've Got To time, creating a style uniquely
Choose," which depicts a their own that consistanUy
woman confronting her un- delivers.
The album, which has
faithful boyfriend.
These are songs reminiscent passed the number one slot
of a time in rock 'n' roll when here and abroad, has a harder
musicians didn't have to edge and a focus on the darker
"make a statement," but just side of romance than the group
had to make you want to previously has shown, but
dance. The band succeeds in which is belied by the upbeat
that area.
. tempos.
The band's vocalist echoes
On FM-radio hit, "Good
the early Gi>Go's and Debbie Thing," doo-wop lyrics wind
Harry of Blondie "'ith her
wistful, girlish singing. The
wispy, delicate sound of her Gift laments about his
voice is anchored by solid dissapearing lover and their
drumming and energetic on-again, . off-again relationguitar playing.
ship to form a song that would
Lyrically and musically, be perfect for a '60s line dance,
everything the Darling Buds while the album's first single,
do has been done before. But "She Drives Me Crazy," also
the band's obvious en- at the top of the charts, bleakly
thusiasm for the craft of declares, "She drivp-s me
making pop songs makes the crazy, and I can't help
reco~ enjoyable. These songs
are tailor-made for crui.,ing 3l~b~lf:;bum also includes the
around with the windows down group's slowed·down, though
and the radio blasting on a hot excellent cover of punk demi·
summer day.
gods, the Buzzcocks', "Ever
Fallen In Love With
The Fine Young Cannibals, Someone," which was earlier'
released with the movie, "Tin
"The Raw and The Cooked,"
IRS Records
Men."
Gift's unique, deep voice and
Promising new bands un- a strong, lingering nostalgic
fortunately often suffp-r from
fc~~ are the focal point of the
group's message, which seems
what's known in the music
to equate love with pain.
business as "the sophomore

INnRNATIONAI. NIGHT

I

DRINK SPECIALS

Stroh's Draft. 3 for $'1.00
All Drinks l/Z Price

Wed. 500 Cup-All You Can Drink
House Drinks - All Night
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00PM - 7 DAYS A WEEK

760 E. Grand Ave.

457-2259
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games before."
Kessel has been retired :>ince

not any chest protectors,
masks, or shin guards. "All I
had was a glove," said Kessel.
"I never got hit once either."
A few years later r-' ,er being
injured on the railroad, Kessel

1973. He has held 78 paying

jobs in his life and draws

pensions from three of them.
For the 16 years leading up
to his retirement, Kessel with
help from his wife, was the
parking recreation director
and truant officer at the school
district. "I work~ from 6 a.m.
~~!ef"m. for 16 years," said

~:km:::r~1ie:1~g~~~~

diamond for 20 years.
KesSel, along with beir.g the
top Legion fan, bas been a
Saluki baseball follower since
1969. He saw the Salukis play
the last three times it participated in the College World
Series ('71, '74, '77). He is a big
fan of SIU-C baseball coach
Itchy Jones.
"Itchy is about the swellest
guy I was ever arOl.uid," said

K~sel graduated from high
school in 1929. He was part of
the first SIU golf team to
advance to the state tourney in
Champaign (1928)
He was also a catcher back
in the days when there were

Kessel. "We don't want for
anything when we're around
each other." Kessel has
collected game bdlls from
Jones' SOOth and 600th career
victories.
Kessel and Allene, who have
four daughters, have also
adopted the Saluki players as
their sons. "We have a motor
home and when we travel to
games, Allene makes hot
chocolate, tea, and cCYJkies,"
said Kes.sel. "We feed the
players ~,nd just adopt the
whole team."
Kessel, who never has
trouble getting Saluki tickets,
also travels on the team bus at
times. "If they go on a short

trip somewhere, I travel on the
team bus and talk to the
players," said Kessel. "It is
interesting to see what makes
them tick."
Kessel is also a No. 1 Cubs
fan, being 3 charter member
of the Cubs' Fan Club. A Cub
fan since 1937, Kessel saw the
team play in its last World
Series (945) against the
Detroit Tigers.
Kessel estimates that he
attends about 250 baseball
games a year. This summer,
he will go over the 4,000 mark
in scorec"rds.
However. baseball, season

eventually ends and Kessel
keeps busy in the off season
with other hobbies. He is also a
talented carver and string
designer.
One of Kessel's best carvings is of the Lord's Supper
which took him two and a half
years to put together. He also
makes creative butterflies,
owls, and cows out of wood. He
once sent Cub broadcaster,
Harry Caray, a 'Holy Cow'
that Caray displayed in front
of his microphone during
telecasts.
"The winter gets pretty long
without baseball," said Kessel.
"I have to find something to
do."

ROSE,fromPage12'~~~~~~~~~~~~order barring the Rose hearing
was filed by the commissioner's lawyers. Monday
morning.
"The ability of the commissioner to protect the integrity of baseball, the purpose
for which his office was
created. is at stake," Giamatti
said.
Giamatti had scheduled a
hearing for Rose Monday and
if the commissioner had
determined that Rose had bet
on baseball, he could have

Speaking on Cincinnati radio
station WLW, Rose said: "It's
225 pages of ugly hearsay. I
don't know how anvone can
(write) 225 pages and have
only two paragraphs positive
to Pete Rose."
GiamaW's appeal of Nadel's
I ~-day temporary restraining
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completing his investigation
and taking the actions he sees
as appropriate - steps consistent with his mandate to
uphold the integrity of the
game," Giamatti said.
"The image of a sport no
longer capable of policing
itself in a matter as serious as
a manager betting on his own
team's games could only erode
I)ublic confidence in and
respect for the national

ACE
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~

suspended him for one year. If
Rose was found to have bet on
the Reds, he could have been
banned from baseball for life.
Rose denies he bet on
baseball &ames, and filed a
lawsuit claiming Giamatti had
already decided his guilt.
Nadel's ruling Sunday agreed
with Rose that Giamatti had
pre-judged the case and
delayed the hearing.
"The sport of baseball will
be severely damagoo if the
commissioner is barred from
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WIMBLEDON, from Page 1 2 - - - - INTRAMURAL
BADMINTON: Register by 8
tonight for singles, dOll!:;~t>S and
mixed doubles play. $1
refundable forfeit fee is
required. For details, call 453lZ73.

RACQUET RESmlNGING
is available to students and
Rec Center pass bolders. For
details, contact Jim Foster at
the Rec Center Equipment
Desk between 10 a.m. and 6
p.m. or call 536-5531.
RESISTANCE WORKOUT
has been cancelled. The Rec
Center apologizes for any
inconvenience. For details,
contact Karen James at 5365531.

AQUA AEROBICS are offered from 5 to 6 p.m. Monaays
and WednesdaYf in the Rec
Center pool. Suitable for
beginning or intermediate
fitn~g levels. You do not need
to know hew to swim to participate.
A.M. AEROBiCS are offered
from 7:15 to 8:15 a.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays in
the Rec Center Dance Studio.
LOW IMPACT AEROBICS,
designed to maintain the
aerobic intesity of exercise
while minimizing injury to the
legs and knees, are offered
from 5 to 6 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays in the Rec Center
east gym.

Queen's two weeks ago. He
was not intimidated by Lendl's
big serve, and thougb be was
less consistent, proved capable
of notching service winners.
In the first set be stavolCi off
four break points in one game,
two with aces, to force the tiebreaker whicb Lendl won.
After falling behind an early
service break in the fourth set,
Pereira forced another tiebreaker, which be won to even
thematcb.
Lendl's stamina and ex·
~ence made the difference
m tbe final set. The 29-year-old
Crechoslovakian opened the

:~~~~~f:a~~~

clinching victory two games
later with a pair of service
winners.

Edberg, who lost in the final
of the French Open two weeks
ago, returned to the scene of
his 1988 Wimbledon triumph:
"You can bear the crowd
and you have SOme memories
from last year," be said.
"Luckily I got off to a good
start, so I didn't think much
aboutbeing nervOus."
.
Edberg was never seriously
challenged during the I-bour,
29-minute match, conceding
just 11 points in his 13 service
games. He said be found it
strange to play Pridbam after
training with him du.·.ng his
Wimbledon build-up.
"Then we actually drew one
another and we couldn't fwd
anyone else to practice with so
we had to practice with one
another on the day the draw

was made. It felt awkw:trd."
Becker was eve.:! more
impressive, serving up 19 aces
against Shelton, ranked 439th
in the world. Tbe 23-year-old
Amer:ican had never played OIl
grass until his arrival in
Britain two weeks ago and
failed to take a point off
Becker's se:rvice in the
opening set.
No. 6 Jakob Hlasek of
Switzerland became the first
notable casualty of the tournament,losing 6-3, Hi (7-5),6-1
to Sweden's Thomas Hogstedt.
No. 4 Mats Wilander of
Sweden 5Cored a 6-2, 6-2, 6-2
victory over compatriot
Magnus Gustafsson and No.7
Miloslav
Mecir
(If
Czechoslovakia, the Olympic
gold medalist, defeated

American Scott Warner 6-2,62,6-4.

Jimmy Connors, almost a
Wimbledon institution, I>...t an
opponent wbo wasn't even
born when the 36-year-old
American made his fIrSt visit
to thks tournament.
The No. 10 seed, champion in
1974 and 1982, showed his old
zest in dispatching Andrei
Cherkasov, 18 of the Soviet
Union, 6-3, 6-2, 4-6, 6-3.
French Open champion
Michael Chang beat fellowAmerican Bill Scanlon 6-3, 6-2,
4-6,6-2.

Tuesday, No.1 Steffi Graf of
West Germany begir.s ber title
defense against Julie Salmon
of Britain. No. 3 Gabriela
Sabatini of Argentina meets
Diane Ballastrat of Australia.

SELLOUT, from Page 1 2 - - - - - - men to beat the WIU
Leathernecks, which are the
defenders of the Gateway
Conference championship. "It
will be the greatest aid m the
world for the team. We haven't
beaten (Western) in years," he
said.
Hart agreed, noting that the
last time the Salukis beat the
Leathernecks was in 1983,
when SW-C went aU the way to
capture the NCAA Division I·
AAtitle.
Huff also said the "Stadium
Sellout" would· quell the
controversy over the validity
of the Saluki football program.

PRE-BEGINNER AEROB-

which was started in the
spring by Anthropology
Professor Jerome Handler,
who proposed dropping
football au", channeling money
spent on the program to
academic areas of the
University.
Although the promotion
wasn't created in direct
response to Handler's debate,
Huff said the controversy
could work to be a benefit to
the promotion. "This is ODe of
the good spinoffs," be said,
adding "Anytime you're
challenged I think it's good."
The controversy sparked

or for people whl) find
beginning aerobics too
strenuous, are offerd from 5 to
6 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays in the R~ Center

TDAYTOORDER
CAP & GOWN

Every Tuesday

FOR

2.5¢ 120z Drafts

Multi-Purpose Room.

since the spring.
The promotion also will tap
community and area support.
Hart met last week with civic
li.:aders throughout the region,
seeking support of 21
municipalities.
Huff said he feels confident
that the ciI.Bllengt! to the
football program will fuel
community. support.

~~[i@@Ii~!Ii!'1Ii~ji~ffi'l~~
~

P.K.IS

ICS, gentle exercise for people
40 or m~ pounds overweight

University-wide scrutiny of the
football program, with major
campus governance panels
discussing the matter in
meetings.
Huff said: "I remember
telling Jim (Hart) a the time
that we would look back on this
as something really positive."
He claims that letters of
support have been pouring in

AUGUST 5 CEREMONY
·IS

3p.m.-2a.m.

JULY 7th 1989

308 S. Illinois
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BACHIASSOC
.90%Of
Our Entrees
Are
Recommended
By The
LUNCH COMBO SPECIAL
(over 10 e'1trees to choose from)
American
Includes: Soup,
Heart
Eggroll, Fried Rice
•
Association
& Fortune Cookie
& up

1-----------1
$2 95

$12.00

MASTERS
$26.00

DOCTORS
$27.50·

Intramural-Recreational Sports

II

536-5531

Intramural Sports

Intramural Sports

Intramural Sports

Volleyball

Badminton

Domino's
Team Tennis

6-0n-6 and 4-Person
Co-Rec Leagues

I

&-4 MON.-FRJ.

Mandatory Captain's Meeting:
Wednesday, June 28, 4 p.m.
SRC Assembly Room East
Rosters available at SRC Info. Desk.
Call 453·1273 for dttails.

~

Singles, Doubles, &
Mixed Doubles
Novice, intermediate and advanced skill
levels available in men's, women's, and
co·rec divisions. $1 refWldable forfeit
fee required. Register at the SRC Infor·
mation Desk. Call ·!53·1273 for details.

[9]1
Co-Rec League
Mandatory Captain's Meeting:
Wednesday, June 28, 4:30 p.m.
SRC Assembly Room East
Call 453·1273 for details.
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Hart wants a 'Stadium Sellout' Sept 9
By Sean Hannigan
Staff Writer

SIU-C Athletic Director Jim
Hart has announced a
"Stadium Sellout Day," which
is a promotion designed to do
what has never been done fill McAndrew Stadium.
The promotion is scheduled
for the first home football
game on Sept. 9 against
Western Illinois. If successful,
it would be the first time the

17,324 seat facility has been
sold out.
"Any time you attempttodo
something that has never been
done before, you're taking on a
major challenge," Hart said.
He added that the plan would
take aggressive action and
promotion.
Fr;d Huff, dir~tor of ~e
men s sports mformation
offi.:e, ~id students would be
the malO target of the plan.
"They'll start hearing about

the plan as soon as they get
back (in the fall)."
Huff said he hopes that he
would have, "a marketing plan
that hits them right between
the eyes." He said that if the
students get involved the rest
would be easy.
"Everyone enjoys being part
ofasucc~,"Huffsa~d,noting

that the idea of bemg at a
major event sometimes sells
itself. "The excitement comes
intobeingatahappe·...ng."

Part of the plan includes
starting the Sept. 9 game at 4
p.m.,ratherthanatl:30,when
the afternoon sun is at its
hottest. The second home
game, Sept. 16, which is the
"Great Saluki Tailgate,"
would also start at 4 p.m.
"There's no question that the
later .s~rting time should ~
benefic181 to players as heat 15
always a concern at that time
of year," Hart said. When Hart
became AD last year, rolling

back the starting times of
football games was a prime
concern.
Hart also said the later
starting time would be a boon
to the fans. "It. will make the
game more attractive for fans
as it allows more daytime
hours for golf, yardwork or
any thing else," he said.
Huff said one of the goals of
the plan is to inspire the Saluki
See SEllOut Page 11

Copy of
that Pete was number 14 out
there playing shortstop but
he had some baby fa t to IC'Se.
"This lady behind me then
JH1tted me on the back and
said 'Let me tell you
something, that isn't baby
fat, that's all muscle,'''
Kessel said. "She was at the
game with a married couple
(the Ott's). Mr. Ott then
introduced me to Karolyn
Rose. I had to put my foot in
my mouth."
What started out as an
embarassing moment for
Kessel, turned into a new
acquaintance with Karolyn
who he descnbes ~s a lovely
lady.
"We talked in the parking
lot after the game," said
Kessel. "I then asked her to
autograph a base'Jall for me
and have Pete Jr. sign it as
well. I a~ked her to never sign
another one like that with her

By Greg ScoH
Staff Writer

Baseball is not just a game
to Chester Kessel. It's a way
of life.
Kessel, a 77-year old
Murphysboro nati ..e, is the
self-proc!.aimed No.1 Legion,
SIU-C Salukis, and Chicago
Cubs baseball fan.
Kessel has attended the
American Legion National
Tournament for 28 consecutive years. He has
fcllowed the Salukis since
1969 and has been a Cub fans
since 1937.
Known as "Chep" to his
friends, he has collected
loads
of
baseball
memorabilia throughout his

~e;~~ ~~}l':~ ~:r~i
caps, T-shirts, a piece of
Busch Stadium Astroturf
from the first time it was
laid,
and
baseballs
autographed by some of the
game's greats.
Kessel has rubbed elbows
with baseball's elite and once
had an autographed picture
taken w~th St. Louis Cardinal's all-time leading base
stealer Lou Brock.
"I just get autographs from
Hall of Fame players,"said
Kessel. "The oth~ are not
really worth anything."
Kessel is especially proud
of a baseball be had
autographed by al!-time
leading career hitter, Cincinnati Reds Manager ppte
Rose, who now at risk of
being suspended from Major
League Baseball for life on
gambling charges.
On the same ball !!; fonner
big league catcher Ray Fosse
who is a IUltive of Marion.
Rose and Fosse were the

son again. Karolyn too\!. the

ball back to the hotel for
Pete, Jr. to sign and swore
she would never sign one with
SIal! PhoIo by Fernando feIiu.Moggl him again."
Kessel has been acChester 'Chep' Kessel, a seH-prodaimed No. 1American Legion, companied by his wife of 54
SakJkI and QIbs baseball fan, holds autographed balls from Pete years, Allene. at each of the
Rose, left and Pete Rose Jr., rigtt. He and his wife Allene, attend last 28 national tourneys.
"The main reason I go is
about 250 various baseball games each year.
because Chester goes," said
Mrs.
Kessel. "I would be lost
principal parties in a famous Conn.
collision at the plate ending
The younger Rose was without him."
The
couple has become
the 1971 All-Star Game.
playing shortstop for Cincinnati in the finals of the pretty well known at these
"They had Pete throwing College World Series. Kessel Legion tourneys. The Kessels
out the first ball at a Legion and his wife, Allene, were actually receive standing
tourney in Boyertown, seated by a scout from the ovations at the banquets and
Penn.," said Kessel. "I Baltimore Orioles. Little did get into the games free.
talked to him a little when he they know, that Karolyn was
"I was actually going prior
came over toward the fence sitting behind them.
to the 28 years," said Kessel.
and received his autograph."
"We organized the senior
"The scout next to me citizens and my wife did not
Kessel also met Rose's exwife, Karolyn, and their son asked me for a roster and want to give that up for the
Pete Rose Jr. at a tourney was inquiring about Pete
last year in Middletown, Jr.," said Kessel. "I told him See CHEP, Page 10

Rose file
released
CINCINNATI (UPI)
Baseball Commissioner Bart
Giamatti, saying the "integrity" of the game was at
stake, Monday appealed a
judge's ruling delaying a
hearing for Pete Rose on
gambling allegations.
In another development
Hamilton County Commo.\
Pleas Judge ~orbert Nadel
released a report detailing the
allegations against Rose. It
was sealed by :-.Iadel after
being submitted into evidence
last week.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer
filed suit to have it released.
and the Ohio Supreme Court
ordered it done by 5 p.m.
Monday. Nadel agreed, but
court officials said the 225page report would not become
ava\.\ab\e

unt\.\

~'.~\)

a.m.

Tuesday because of the many
copies required.
United Press International
')btailled a copy of the report,
which said on page 3 that Rose
denied under oath betting on
baseball games or associating
with anyone who did.
But the report said the investigation
"developed
evidence to the cor:trary,"
saying Rose bet "in particular" on the Reds during the
1985-87 seasons. The re~ art
found no evidence Rose
wagered against the Red.<:.
Court testimony said the
report. compiled by Giamatti's
investigator John Dowd, including betting sheets bearing
Rose's bandwI iting and
fingerprints and statemel.ts
from people who claimed Rose
bet on baseball games.
See ROSE. Page 10

Lendl extended to five sets
in opening day at Wimbledon

Nurnberger set to play
pro Gennan basketball
By Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

Kai Nurnberger, recent
graduate end former guard for
the Salukis, has announced his
pians to play basketball in
Cologne, Germany.
Nurnberger, who recently
n~turned from Germany, is
visiting Carbondale until he
returns to Cologne in late July
to play basketball. He said he
plans to sign a one-year contract with an option for
another year. "The main
reason 1 had for going back
was to find a team to play for,"
he said.
Kai returned to his
homeland in May after
graduating SIU-C with a
degree
in
business

management. He had been
staying with his family and
playing on the national team

d~r::rh~:ta~: ~mns!l' his
obligations with basketball,
Nurnberger said he would like
to return to the United Stat~
and put his degree to work for
him.
Nurnberger, originally from
Wolfenbuttel, West Germany,
came to Benton in 1983 as an
exchange student, playing
under SlU.c head basketball
coach Rich Herrin when he
was the coach there.
Among his accomplishments
as a Saluki, Nurnberger has
started 89 games over his four
year car~r, his 1,348 points,
ranks ninth on the SlU-C
career scoring .Iist and is the
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career all-time leader in threepoint field goals with 181.
He was a unanimous pick by
the coaches and press for the
first team All Missouri Valley
Conference and All Tournament team this last season.

WIMBLEDON,
England
(UPI) Ivan Lendl needed
five sets to beat Venezuelan
teenager Nicolas Pereira on
the opening day, of Wimbledon
Monday, while defendin&
ch!impion Stefan Edberg ana
two-time winner Boris Becker
won in stt'aight sets.
Lendl, chasing the only
major title to have eluded him,
struggled for 3 hours, 14
minutes on Courl No.1 before
downing his 18-Yf>ar-old opponent 7-6 (7-4),4-6,6-3,6-7 (57) at the $5.3 million tournament.
"I am always nervous beft)re
the ·first round in any tournament," Lend! said. "I think
it's a good sign. It's harder to
get into my rhythm on grass
than any other tournam~nt. I
was in the fifth set before 1·

broke a sweat because there
were no rallies."
Edberg, the No. 2 seed,
crushed his Canadian practice
partner, Chris Pridham, 6-3, 64, 6-1, in the center-court
opener. Becker, seeded No.3,
had more trouble with a gate
guard than American qualifier
Bryan Shelton in winning 6-1.
6-4, H(7-2).
"I didn't have a pass, I
forgot it," said Becker, the 21year-old West German who
won in 1985 and 1986. "I had to
go through another entrance.
Tbe security guard did no!
believe I was a player."
Pereira won the French,
Wimbledon and U.S. Open
junior titles last year. He beat
Edberg in the fllSt round at
See WIMBLEDON, Page 11

